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Based on the ideas of Tannaka–Kreı˘n reconstruction, we present a categorical
construction that assigns to any cleft Hopf algebra inclusion K …H a coquasi-
bialgebra having K* as a Hopf subalgebra. As a special case, the construction gives
an intrinsic connection between the bismash product K#Q and the double cross-
product Q y K* constructed from the same combinatorial data. A cocommutative
coquasibialgebra is the same as a cocommutative bialgebra equipped with a
Sweedler three-cocycle. Thus our construction assigns to every bicrossproduct (or
Hopf algebra extension) of a commutative and a cocommutative factor a corre-
sponding cocommutative double crossproduct equipped with a Sweedler three-
cocycle. Based on this observation we use the construction to prove generalizations
of Kac’s exact sequence for the group of Hopf algebra extensions of a group
algebra by a dual group algebra. © 2002 Elsevier Science (USA)
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1. INTRODUCTION
A short exact sequence, or extension, of Hopf algebras is a sequence of
Hopf algebra maps
K 0i H 0n Q
such that K is the Hopf kernel of n in the sense that K 5Hco Q={h ¥H | h(1)
é n(h(2))=h é 1 ¥H é Q} via i, and H is Q-cleft; i.e., there is a convolu-
tion invertible Q-comodule map j: QQH. The notion of a short exact
sequence of Hopf algebras is made to resemble the situation for groups. In
this sense, the cleftness condition substitutes for the fact that in any short
exact sequence of groups there is a section of the epimorphism as a map
(not homomorphism). We will always need this assumption, but one can
also study extensions which are not cleft. We refer the reader to [31] for
more details on the notion of (cleft or noncleft) extensions. Classifying the
Hopf algebra extensions KQHQ Q in which K and Q are group algebras
or their duals often constitutes an important step in the classification of
semisimple Hopf algebras of low dimensions.
Given a short exact sequence as above, we can define p: HQK by
p(h)=h(1) j−1(h(2)) and obtain a mapping system
K ı`p
i
H ı`n
j
Q(f)
with pi=idK , nj=idQ , ni=ge, pj=ge, ip f jn=idH.
In fact, there is a variety of well-known and much used constructions in
Hopf algebra theory that can be characterized as the middle term of a
mapping system like (f), with at least k-linear maps i, p, j, and n. In any
such mapping system the middle term H is isomorphic to the tensor
product K é Q as a vector space. The most obvious example (and also the
most trivial example of an extension) is the tensor product H=Ké Q of
two Hopf algebras K and Q with component-wise multiplication and
comultiplication. This can be characterized as the middle term of a
mapping system (f) in which all four maps are Hopf algebra maps. More
complicated constructions of Hopf algebra structures on K é Q can be
characterized as the middle terms of mapping systems (f) in which the four
maps are less structure preserving.
The case where i and j are Hopf algebra maps is called a double cross-
product [15]; this means that H is a generalized product of two Hopf
subalgebras K and Q. The case where i and n are Hopf algebra maps, p is a
left K-module coalgebra map, and j is a right Q-comodule algebra map is
called a bismash product [15, 34]; this is also an example of an extension.
The case where both i and p are Hopf algebra maps is called a Radford
biproduct [24].
In each of the situations cited above one can analyze completely the
general form of multiplication and comultiplication in K é Q. The idea is
to modify the ‘‘trivial’’ componentwise structures in the tensor product
Hopf algebra using various interactions between the factors. A first
example of such a modification is the smash product of an algebra A with a
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bialgebra B that acts on it: The smash product algebra A#B is A é B as a
vector space, but with the modified algebra structure (a#b)(aŒ#bŒ)=
a(b(1) E aŒ)#b(2)bŒ, where E denotes the action. The smash product
construction generalizes semidirect products of groups as well as skew
group rings over a ring on which a group acts by automorphisms. For the
dual notion of a smash coproduct coalgebra, one needs a bialgebra coacting
on a coalgebra. Bismash products, double crossproducts, and Radford
biproducts can be constructed from a multiplication and comultiplication
in each of K and Q by suitably modifying multiplication as well as
comultiplication in K é Q in a similar manner using various actions and
coactions of the two factors on each other. For each construction, there are
certain ‘‘combinatorial’’ compatibility conditions that one has to impose on
the actions, coactions, algebra, and coalgebra structures in order that the
resulting multiplication and comultiplication are associative and coasso-
ciative and compatible to form a bialgebra.
On the combinatorial level double crossproducts and bismash products
are closely connected by an obvious duality: To build a bismash product
K#Q one needs an action of Q on K and a coaction of K on Q. To build a
double crossproduct Q y L, one needs mutual actions of Q and L on each
other. Now if K is finite and L=K*, then the action and coaction needed
to build the bismash product can be dualized to give the two actions
needed to build the double cross product, and vice versa—it turns out that
the combinatorics that the one set of data has to verify is precisely dual to
the combinatorics required of the other. Thus, bismash products K#Q are
in bijection with the double cross products Q y K*. However, it seems to be
unclear whether there is any connection between the two resulting bialge-
bras or between the mapping systems. This combinatorial duality extends
to the trivalent products of [2] designed to unify bicrossproducts, double
crossproducts, and Radford biproducts.
Similarly to the types of products we have discussed so far, extensions of
Hopf algebras are, in a sense, completely understood: Each extension is
isomorphic to a so-called bicrossproduct of the end terms—see [11, 17],
going back to [13, 32] in special cases. Multiplication in a bicrossed
product Ka#s Q 5K é Q has the general form (x#p)(y#q)=x(p(1) E y)
s(p(2) é q(1))#p(3)q(2) in terms of a weak action E: Q éKQK and a
two-cocycle s: Q é QQK. Comultiplication is given by a dual formula
involving a weak coaction r: QQ Q éK and a dual two-cocycle
a: QQK éK. The combinatorics required of these data in order to yield a
bialgebra are known in principle, but they are extremely unwieldy. Even
the equations that arise when we consider the algebra structure (a crossed
product algebra) alone are in general hard to solve, and in addition to this
and to the dual problem of finding a crossed coproduct coalgebra, there
are equations coupling the action, coaction, cocycle, and dual cocycle. One
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may argue that while the complete list of data and compatibility conditions
needed for a bicrossproduct extension is known in principle, it is not
understood at all.
The situation is somewhat better when K is commutative and Q is
cocommutative. In this case, the weak action and weak coaction above are
honest module and comodule structures, determined uniquely by the
extension, and form, in Masuoka’s terminology, a Singer pair (that is, the
set of data needed to form a bismash product K#Q). Moreover, the equa-
tions that the two two-cocycles have to verify now admit a homological
interpretation that justifies the term cocycle. The relevant homology theory
was developed in [12] and is based on Sweedler cohomology [33]. The
latter gives a homological interpretation for the conditions on each of the
cocycles that ensure associativity and coassociativity of multiplication and
comultiplication. To also include the bialgebra axioms, one has to interpret
the pair (s, a) as a cocycle in a certain double complex built from Sweedler
homology and cohomology. The set of isomorphism classes of extensions
inducing a fixed action and coaction is thus in bijection with a homology
group of that double complex. Much like the case for group extensions
with an abelian kernel, there is a notion of a Baer sum for Hopf algebra
extensions, with the bismash product as its unit; thus isomorphism classes
of extensions for a fixed Singer pair form a group Opext(Q, K) isomorphic
to the homology group.
In the noncommutative noncocommutative case, there is no group
structure on the set of extensions and no real homological interpretation of
the restrictions on (E , r, s, a). One should note, though, that even in the
abelian case (commutative K, cocommutative Q) the homology theory
governing Hopf algebra extensions is not easy to compute due to the
coupling between the algebra and coalgebra structures.
An important tool for dealing with groups of extensions is the exact
sequence of Kac. Here we assume as given two finite groups F and G
contained as subgroups in a group F y G such that F×G ¦ (f, g)W fg ¥
F y G is a bijection. Thus, the group algebra k[F y G] is a bicrossproduct
of the group algebras kF and kG. By the combinatorial duality mentioned
above this also gives rise to a Singer pair consisting of the Hopf algebras
kF and kG, an action kF é kGQ kG, and a coaction kFQ kF é kG. Now
Kac’s exact sequence connects Opext with group cohomology, which we
denote byH.
0QH1(F y G, k ×)`res H1(F, k ×) ÀH1(G, k ×)Q Aut(kG#kF)Q
QH2(F y G, k ×)`res H2(F, k ×) ÀH2(G, k ×)Q Opext(kF, kG)Q
QH3(F y G, k ×)`res H3(F, k ×) ÀH3(G, k ×)Q · · ·
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In Kac’s original work [13] the base field is the complex numbers, and
the Hopf algebra extensions are really semisimple f-Hopf algebras, now
also known as Kac algebras. That Kac’s work applies to ordinary Hopf
algebras in place of Kac algebras was clarified in [19].
The Kac sequence is a striking and powerful result. It connects the
(homological, but intricate) description of the set Opext(kF, kG) with the
ordinary group cohomology of F, G, and F y G. It is extremely useful for
the computation and classification of examples of low-dimensional Hopf
algebras [18, 19].
In the particular case of group algebras, Kac’s sequence is a vast
extension of the connection between a double crossproduct and the
corresponding bismash product: Not only can one assign a double cross-
product to any bismash product, but one can also assign a three-cocycle on
the double crossproduct to any bicrossproduct. Again, however, this
assignment is purely combinatorial; there is no intrinsic explanation why
certain Hopf algebras (the extensions in the Opext group) should give rise
to three-cocycles on a totally different Hopf algebra (the double cross-
product).
Naïvely, it is clear how to translate the Kac sequence to the case of
cocomutative Hopf algebras over an arbitrary base ring: Suppose given two
finite cocommutative Hopf algebras L and Q and a double crossproduct
Q y L. Put K=L* and consider the corresponding Singer pair giving a
bismash product K#Q. Then one would expect an analog of Kac’s
sequence to read
0QH1(Q y L)`res H1(Q) ÀH1(L)Q Aut(K#Q)QH2(Q y K)
`res H2(Q) ÀH2(L)Q Optext(Q, K)QH3(Q y L)`res H3(Q) ÀH3(L),
where now H denotes Sweedler cohomology with coefficients in the base
ring.
However, it is not so clear how to prove this generalized result: The
techniques in [13] do not carry over to the general situation. In fact, Kac’s
sequence arises as the long exact sequence associated to a short exact
sequence of double complexes, and one of these double complexes gives a
nonstandard resolution to compute the cohomology of F y G with. But
Sweedler cohomology is defined in terms of a simplicial complex and not as
some Ext group.
For another special case, namely the case where Q and L above are
universal enveloping algebras of Lie algebras, a sequence looking exactly
like the generalized Kac sequence above (but for K=L°, the finite dual of
L; there are also variants where K is some other topological dual of L) has
been discovered by Masuoka [20]. Masuoka’s results rely on homological
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techniques again, which are now specific to the Lie algebra case, although
the Lie cohomology groups in question are special cases of Sweedler
cohomology.
In this paper we will construct a functor F taking as its input, by and
large, certain mapping systems like (f), with a finite-dimensional Hopf
algebra K and having another such mapping system as its output, with K*
instead of K (and a switching of sides which we will ignore in this
Introduction). F(H) will be defined ‘‘intrinsically’’ through rather simple
principles, without reference to the conditions necessary to build up H
from the pieces K and Q. The functor F takes double crossproducts to the
corresponding bismash products, and vice versa. Moreover, F will also
allow us to find a Hopf algebraic generalization of Kac’s sequence: If we
fix an abelian Singer pair (K, Q, E, r), the functor F will apply to
arbitrary extensions in Opext(Q, K) to yield the double crossproduct
Q y K* and in addition a three-cocycle on it. While the object map of F is
in this way ‘‘responsible’’ for the map Opext(Q, K)QH3(Q y K*) in the
Kac sequence, the morphism map will be ‘‘responsible’’ for the map
Aut(K#Q)QH2(Q y K*). It will also be possible to apply F to certain
representatives of an element of the kernel of the restrictionH3(Q y K*)Q
H3(Q) ÀH3(K*); these representatives will be mapped by F to an inverse
image under the map Opext(Q, K)QH3(Q y K*). Finally, the functor F
will also apply to extensions of Q by K in the case where Q and K are
noncommutative and noncocommutative, allowing us to prove partial
generalizations of the Kac sequence for general extensions.
The idea that gives rise to the functor F is a very basic principle in the
theory of Hopf algebras and quantum groups: The tensor product over the
base ring of two modules is again a module by the diagonal module struc-
ture. In this way the category of modules (or comodules) over a Hopf
algebra is a monoidal category (a category with tensor product). This
behavior actually characterizes Hopf algebras and can be used to construct
them: Suppose we have a monoidal category C and a functor CQ kM that
preserves tensor products. Then (under additional hypotheses) the category
C is equivalent, as a monoidal category, to the category of comodules over
a suitable Hopf algebra. The process thus assigning a Hopf algebra to a
monoidal category is sometimes referred to as Tannaka–Kreı˘n reconstruc-
tion in quantum group theory; it goes back to [25]. It is almost a tautology
that every Hopf algebra arises by this process: it can be reconstructed from
the category of its comodules, generalizing Tannaka–Kreı˘n duality. More
importantly, Hopf algebras may be constructed (or explained) in this
fashion through abstractly defined monoidal categories; an early example is
[23].
Now given an inclusion K …H of Hopf algebras, one can form a natural
monoidal category, HKMK, the category of Hopf bimodules; objects in it are
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bimodules over K, as well as comodules over H, with two natural compa-
tibility conditions. The abstract tensor product is the tensor product over
K. Thus, the obvious functor to the category of vector spaces (taking a
Hopf bimodule to its underlying vector space) will not be suitable for our
purposes, as it does not preserve tensor products. Instead, we will use the
functor MWM/K+M dividing out the left K-action. This can be made a
tensor-product-preserving functor, provided the inclusion i: KQH has a
convolution-invertible left module section p: HQK (a cleaving map). In a
first approximation, the functor F takes as its input the mapping system of
type (f) built from i and p and assigns to it the Hopf algebra H˜ recon-
structed from HKMK and the functor dividing out the left actions of K. This
works well for the mapping systems of double crossproducts, bismash
products, and Radford biproducts. However, it fails for extensions. The
reason is that the reconstruction principles are not quite as outlined above:
To make the category of H-modules monoidal with tensor product over k,
one does not need a Hopf algebra H, but only a quasibialgebra, in which
by definition [10] comultiplication is coassociative only up to conjugation
by a certain element in the third tensor power of H. Since we are recon-
structing H˜ via its comodule category, the dual notion of a coquasibi-
algebra is relevant here. Thus, in a second approximation, the functor F
takes as its input a Hopf algebra inclusion with a cleaving map and yields a
coquasibialgebra. This fits in well with the Kac sequence, since a cocom-
mutative coquasibialgebra is the same as a cocommutative ordinary
bialgebra, equipped in addition with a Sweedler three-cocycle. But now the
construction is sadly asymmetric: We have to put in a bialgebra, but what
we get out is only a coquasibialgebra. So in a third and final approxima-
tion, the functor F takes as its input a mapping system looking like (f), but
with H only a coquasibialgebra, and its output is again such a mapping
system, with K replaced with K*. To make the construction work, we have
to impose certain conditions on the coquasibialgebra structure with respect
to the inclusion and the cleaving. While these conditions may seem
unpleasant at the outset, it turns out that they are stable under our con-
struction; thus we get a functor F that has the same type of mapping
system as its input and output (with K replaced with K* and sides
switched). Applied to an extension KQHQ Q of Hopf algebras, the
functor F yields what we will call a generalized product coquasibialgebra: a
coquasibialgebra containing K* and Q as subbialgebras and coalgebra
isomorphic to their tensor product. The map from extensions to general-
ized product coquasibialgebras will be proved to have certain ‘‘exactness’’
properties generalizing the exactness in Kac’s sequence. In the special case
of commutative K and cocommutative Q, where a generalized product
coquasibialgebra of Q and K* is precisely a double crossproduct Q y K*
with a Sweedler three-cocycle, it provides a generalized Kac sequence as
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written down above, and we will verify to some extent that it specializes
further to Kac’s original sequence for groups.
It should be noted here that our generalized Kac sequence cannot be
specialized to Masuoka’s sequences [20] for extensions involving universal
enveloping algebras of Lie algebras, for the simple reason that universal
enveloping algebras of nonzero Lie algebras are always infinite dimensional,
while our constructions require the Hopf subalgebra in an extension to be
finite.
The present paper is, with minor changes, the author’s Habilita-
tionsschrift presented to the Faculty for Mathematics and Computer
Science at Munich University in July 1999. It is a pleasure to thank
Professor Dr. B. Pareigis for his constant support and advice. Many more
thanks are due, but they have gone where they belong privately. An
exception has to be made for The Executive Grandmother Gertrud
‘‘Mädy’’ Zehelein, without whose invaluable help certain dark1 forces
1 eyed
would have made this work impossible.
2. PRELIMINARIES
Throughout the paper k denotes a fixed commutative base ring; tensor
products, algebras, coalgebras, etc., are over k if nothing else is indicated.
We use N: A é AQ A and g: kQ A to denote the multiplication and unit of
an algebra A; we use D: CQ C é C and e: CQ k to denote the comultipli-
cation and counit of a coalgebra C. We use S: HQH to denote the
antipode of a Hopf algebra H. We write Aop for the opposite algebra
of an algebra, Ccop for the opposite coalgebra of a coalgebra, Hbop :=
(Hop)cop=(Hcop)op for the biopposite of a bialgebra. We denote the
categories of left (right, bi-) modules over A by AM (MA , AMA). We denote
the categories of left (right, bi-) comodules over C by CM (MC, CMC). We
make constant use of variations of Sweedler’s notation for coalgebra
structures D(c)=: c(1) é c(2) and for left and right comodule structures
l(v)=v(−1) é v(0) and r(v)=v(0) é v(1). The convolution product of f,
g ¥Hom(C, A) for an algebra A and coalgebra C will be denoted by f f g.
In a coalgebra C we write C+ :=Ker(e: CQ k). A Hopf algebra that is
finitely generated projective as a k-module will be called a finite Hopf
algebra for short. We refer the reader to [21] for background material on
Hopf algebra theory.
2.1. Monoidal Categories. A monoidal category C=(C,ê, F, I, l, r)
consists of a category C, a functor ê: C×CQ C, a ‘‘unit’’ object I, and
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coherent natural isomorphisms F=FXYZ: (X é Y) é ZQX é (Y é Z),
l: I éXQX, and r: X é IQX. We refer the reader to [14] (where
monoidal categories are called tensor categories) for more details and
background information. We note the famous ‘‘pentagon’’ axiom
(idW é FXYZ) FW, X é Y, Z(FWXY é Z)=FW, X, Y é ZFW éX, Y, Z ,
where both sides are morphisms ((W éX) é Y) é ZQW é (X é (Y é Z)).
In our use of monoidal categories the structure morphisms l and r will be
somewhat trivial (typically the natural isomorphismsRéR M 5M 5MéR R
for an R-bimoduleM over some ring R), whereas F is often nontrivial. We
will often suppress all considerations involving the neutral object and the
structure morphisms attached to it.
Obviously structure-preserving functors are of interest in relation to
monoidal categories. We define a tensor functor
(F, t, t0): (C,ê, F, I, l, r)Q (D,ê, FŒ, IŒ, lŒ, rŒ)
to consist of a functor F, a natural isomorphism t:F(X) éF(Y)Q
F(X é Y), and an isomorphism t0: IŒQF(I). A tensor functor (F, t, t0)
is strict provided t and t0 are identity morphisms. A tensor functor
(F, t, t0) is neutral if
IŒ éF(X) |ŁlŒ F(X)
t0 é id‡ …F(l)
F(I) éF(X)
t`
F(I éX)
and an analogous diagram for r commute. We will only encounter neutral
tensor functors, and we will suppress t0 and all considerations of neutral
objects. A neutral tensor functor is called a monoidal functor if the
diagrams
(F(X) éF(Y)) éF(Z)`FŒ F(X) é (F(Y) éF(Z))
t é id‡ ‡id é t
F(X é Y) éF(Z) F(X) éF(Y é Z)
t‡ ‡t
F((X é Y) é Z) |||Ł
F(F)
F(X é (Y é Z))
commute. (Warning: in [14] monoidal functors are called tensor functors.)
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The composition of tensor functors (F, t): CQD and (G, z): BQ C is
defined to be (FG,F(z) t): BQD, where
F(z) t=(FG(X) éFG(Y)`t F(G(X) éF(X))|ŁF(z) FG(X é Y)).
2.2. Coquasibialgebras and coquasimorphisms. The notion of a coquasibi-
algebra [16] is formally dual to the notion of a quasibialgebra due to
Drinfeld [10]. A coquasibialgebra H=(H, N, f) consists of a coalgebra
H, equipped with a coalgebra map N: H éHQH, a grouplike element
1 ¥H which is a unit for N, and a convolution invertible map
f: H éH éHQ k such that f(g é 1 é h)=e(g) e(h),
(f(1) g(1)) h(1)f(f(2) é g(2) é h(2))=f(f(1) é g(1) é h(1)) f(2)(g(2)h(2)),
and
f(d(1)f(1) é g(1) é h(1)) f(d(2) é f(2) é g(2)h(2))
=f(d(1) é f(1) é g(1)) f(d(2) é f(2) g(2) é h(1)) f(f(3) é g(3) é h(2))
for d, f, g, h ¥H. As a consequence of the definition we note that also
f(1 é g é h)=f(g é h é 1)=e(gh) for all g, h ¥H. If f is trivial, a
coquasibialgebra is of course just a bialgebra. A cocommutative coquasi-
bialgebra is the same as a cocommutative bialgebra endowed with a
normalized Sweedler three-cocycle [33] on H with values in k.
It is the ‘‘purpose’’ of coquasibialgebras that the category of, say, left
comodules over a coquasibialgebra H is a monoidal category: The tensor
product of V, W ¥ HM is their tensor product over k, with the comodule
structure induced via multiplication, and the associator map is
(U é V) éW
¦ u é v é wW f(u(−1) é v(−1) é w(−1)) u(0) é(0) é w(0) ¥ U é (V éW)
for U, V, W ¥ HM. Note that the underlying functor HMQ kM is a strict
neutral tensor functor.
If H is a coquasibialgebra with coassociator f, then Hop is a coquasi-
bialgebra with coassociator fop defined by fop(f é g é h)=f−1(h é g é f),
Hcop is a coquasibialgebra with coassociator fcop=f−1, and Hbop is a
coquasibialgebra with fbop(f é g é h)=f(h é g é f).
There is an obvious notion of a coquasibialgebra map F: HQHŒ: This is
a multiplicative coalgebra map with fŒ(F é F é F)=f.
We will need the following more general notion.
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Let (H, f) and (HŒ, fŒ) be two coquasibialgebras. A coquasimorphism
F=(F, h) : (H, f)Q (HŒ, fŒ) consists of a unital coalgebra map F: HQHŒ
and a convolution invertible h: H éHQ k satisfying h(1 é h)=h(h é 1)=
e(h),
h(g(1) é h(1)) F(g(2)h(2))=F(g(1)) F(h(1)) h(g(2) é h(2)),
and
h(f(1) é g(1)) h(f(2) g(2) é h(1)) f(f(3) é g(3) é h(2))
=fŒ(F(f(1)) é F(g(1)) é F(h(1))) h(g(2) é h(2)) h(f(2) é g(3)h(3))
for all f, g, h ¥H. Coquasibialgebra maps are precisely those coalgebra
maps F such that (F, e) is a coquasimorphism. It is the ‘‘purpose’’ of
coquasimorphisms that they induce monoidal functors: If (F, h) is a
coquasimorphism as above, then (F, h)M :=FM : HMQ HŒM is a monoidal
functor when equipped with the monoidal functor structure
V éW ¦ v é wW h(v(−1) é w(−1)) v(0) é w(0) ¥ V éW
for V, W ¥ HM. (The domain of the morphism is FM(V) é FM(W), the
codomain is FM(V éW).)
The composition of coquasimorphisms (F, h): HQHŒ and (FŒ, hŒ):
HŒQHœ is givenby (FŒ, hŒ)(F, h)=(FŒF, hŒ(F é F) f h).With thisdefinition
we have ( (FŒ, hŒ)M)( (F, h)M)=(FŒ, hŒ)(F, h)M as monoidal functors.
If (F, h): HQHŒ is a coquasimorphism, then so are (F, h)op=(F, hop):
HopQHŒop, (F, h)cop=(F, hcop): HcopQHŒcop, and (F, h)bop=(F, hbop):
HbopQHŒbop, where hop(g é h)=h(h é g), hcop=h−1, and hbop(g é h)=
h−1(h é g).
A special case of coquasimorphisms are cotwists dual to the twists
defined in [10]: These can be considered as coquasimorphisms in which the
underlying coalgebra map is the identity. Let (H, N, f) be a coquasi-
bialgebra, and h: H éHQ k be a convolution invertible map satisfying
h(1 é h)=h(h é 1)=e(h) for all h ¥H. Then there is a unique coquasi-
bialgebra structure (H, N, f)h on the coalgebra Hh :=H such that (idH , h):
HQHh is a coquasimorphism: One can easily solve the equations defining
a coquasimorphism for Nh and fh. Note that every coquasimorphism (F, h):
HQHŒ factors into a cotwist and a coquasibialgebra map,
(F, h)=(H||Ł(idH , h) Hh|Ł(F, e) HŒ).
If H is a bialgebra and h: H éHQ k is a cotwist, then Hh is a bialgebra
(with trivial coassociator) if and only if h(f(1) é g(1)) h(f(2) g(2) é h)=
h(g(1) é h(1)) h(f é g(2)h(2)) holds for all f, g, h ¥H. We say that h is a
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(normalized) two-cocycle on H. Note that for cocommutative H a two-
cocycle in this sense is precisely a normalized Sweedler two-cocycle [33] on
H with coefficients in k; cotwists by two-cocycles appear in [8]. If H is a
Hopf algebra, then any two-cocycle (co)twist Hh is also a Hopf algebra.
The notion that is dual to a cotwist (and older; cf. [10]) is the twist of a
quasibialgebra H by an invertible element t ¥H éH. We will only need
the case where H is an ordinary bialgebra and t is a dual two-cocycle, that
is, t satisfies t23(id é D)(t)=t12(D é id)(t) ¥H éH éH, where t23=1 é t
and t12=t é 1, and (e é id)(t)=(id é e)(t)=1. Then Ht is a bialgebra,
with underlying algebra the same as H and comultiplication Dt(h)=
tD(h) t−1. If H is a Hopf algebra, then so is Ht. Note that if H is finite, then
t is a dual two-cocycle if and only if t, considered as a map H* éH*Q k,
is a two-cocycle on H*.
2.3. Tannaka–Kreı˘n Reconstruction Principles. Not only is it an impor-
tant property of coquasibialgebras that they give rise to monoidal
categories, it even characterizes them: If H is a coalgebra and we are given
a monoidal category structure (é, F) on HM such that the underlying
functor HMQ kM is a strict neutral tensor functor, then there is a unique
structure (N, f) of a coquasibialgebra on H such that the monoidal
category structure induced by it on HM coincides with the given one.
Explicitly, the multiplication and coassociator on H can be expressed by
the formulas
gh=(g é h)(−1) eé 2((g é h)(0))
f(f é g é h)=eé 3F(f é g é h),
where f, g, h ¥H, and H is considered a left H-comodule in the usual way.
The principles of the Tannaka–Kreı˘n duality or reconstruction theory
for quantum groups [23, 25, 26, 27] assert somewhat more. Not only can
the structures of a coquasibialgebra on a given coalgebra be reconstructed
from a monoidal category structure on its comodule category, but under
favorable circumstances a coquasibialgebra can be reconstructed from any
monoidal category C. The key ingredient is a functor w : CQ kM to the
category of k-modules. A coendomorphism coalgebra of w is by definition
a representing object coend(w) for the functor assigning toM ¥ kM the set
of natural transformations Nat(w, M é w). If it exists, it is a coalgebra,
and specifically the universal coalgebra for which the functor w factors
over a functor wˆ making the diagram
C`wˆ coend(w)M
w U
kM
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commute, where U denotes the underlying functor. Even if coend(w) exists,
wˆ need not be an equivalence. If k is a field, C is k-linear abelian, w is
faithful and exact, and every object of C is a colimit of objects whose image
under w is finite dimensional, then coend(w) exists and the functor wˆ is an
equivalence. Now if we assume further that C is a monoidal category and
w is endowed with a structure t of a neutral tensor functor, then we can
proceed to reconstruct a coquasibialgebra structure on coend(w): There is
a unique such structure such that we can complete the above triangle to be
a commutative triangle
C |Ł(wˆ, tˆ) coend(w)M
(w, t) (U, id)
kM
of tensor functors.
The reconstruction principles extend easily to morphisms: If H, HŒ are
two coquasibialgebras and (F, t) : HMQ HŒM is a monoidal functor that
commutes as a functor with the underlying functors to the category kM,
then there is a unique coquasimorphism (F, h): HQHŒ such that
(F, t)=(F, h)M. Explicitly, we have F(h)=(idHŒ é e) lŒ(h), where lŒ: HQ
HŒ éH is the HŒ-comodule structure of the image under F of the left
H-comodule H, and we have h(g é h)=eé 2t(g é h).
2.4. Hopf Modules. Stated most generally, a Hopf module M is simul-
taneously a module over an algebra A and a comodule over a coalgebra C,
with the two structures subject to some kind of compatibility condition;
recent very general formulations are given in [4, 7].
We will be needing the following special types of Hopf modules: If H
is a bialgebra, then a left H-comodule algebra is by definition an algebra
in the monoidal category of left H-comodules, that is, an algebra and a
left H-comodule satisfying (ab)(−1) é (ab)(0)=a(−1)b(−1) é a(0)b(0), for all a,
b ¥ A, and 1(−1) é 1(0)=1 é 1. If A is a left H-comodule algebra, then a
Hopf module M ¥ HAM is by definition a left A-module in the monoidal
category of H-comodules. Explicitly, M is a left H-comodule and a left
A-module such that the module structure is a comodule map, that is,
(am)(−1) é (am)(0)=a(−1)m(−1) é a(0)m(0) holds for all a ¥ A and m ¥M.
Similarly, the objects of HMA and
H
AMA are by definition right A-modules
and A–A-bimodules within the monoidal category of left H-comodules,
respectively.
Dually, a left H-module coalgebra is by definition a coalgebra in the
monoidal category of left H-modules, that is, a left H-module and
coalgebra C such that (h · c)(1) é (h · c)(2)=h(1) · c(1) é h(2) · c(2) and e(h · c)=
e(h) e(c) hold for all h ¥H and c ¥ C. Now for an H-module coalgebra C,
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a Hopf module in CHM is by definition a left C-comodule in the monoidal
category of left H-modules, that is, a left C-comodule and H-module M
satisfying (h ·m)(−1) é (h ·m)(0)=h(1) ·m(−1) é h(2) ·m(0) for all h ¥H and
m ¥M.
2.5. Galois Coextensions and Cleft Coextensions. Hopf–Galois coexten-
sions were introduced in [30] (without being given a name). The key fact
for our purposes is a structure theorem for their Hopf modules reviewed
below.
The theory connecting Hopf–Galois coextensions, cleft coextensions, and
crossed coproducts is formally dual to that of Hopf–Galois extensions, cleft
extensions, and crossed products [3, 9]; it was developed in detail in [6]
(for the case of a base field). Most importantly for our purposes, a cleft
K-coextensionHQ Q is a Galois coextension and is isomorphic to a crossed
coproduct H 5K xa Q. Let us review some further details to fix notation.
Let K be a Hopf algebra and H a left K-module coalgebra. Let
Q :=H/K+H, a quotient coalgebra of H. We say that H is a faithfully
coflat K-Galois coextension of Q if H is a faithfully coflat right
Q-comodule, and the Galois map
K éH ¦ x é hW xh(1) é h(2) ¥HiQ H
is a bijection. Here for V ¥MQ andW ¥ QM the cotensor product ViQ W is
defined by ViQ W={; vi é wi |; vi(0) é vi(1) é wi=; vi é wi(−1) é wi(0)}.
If H is a faithfully coflat K-Galois coextension of Q, then by [30] one has a
category equivalence
H
KM 5 QM
MW M¯ :=M/K+M
HiQ VV V,
where, for M ¥ HKM, the left Q-comodule structure of M¯ is given by
(m¯)(−1) é (m¯)(0)=m(−1) é m(0), and, for V ¥ QM, the structure of a left
H-comodule on HiQ V is induced by the left tensor factor. In particular,
one has the isomorphisms
M ¦ mW m(−1) é m(0) ¥HiQ M¯
and HiQ V ¦ C hi é vi W C e(hi) vi ¥ V
for allM, V as above.
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H is said to be a cleft K-coextension of Q if there exists a cleaving map
for the K-module coalgebra H, that is, a convolution invertible K-module
map p: HQK.
IfH is cleft, a cleaving map p with ep=e can be chosen: If p0 is a cleaving
map, then so is p defined by p(h)=p(h(1)) ep−1(h(2)).
Assume H is cleft and fix a cleaving map p with ep=e. We have
p−1(xh)=p−1(h) S(x) for x ¥K and h ¥H. For every Hopf module
M ¥ HKM put M¯ :=M/K+M ¥ QM. A natural section j=jM: M¯QM for
the canonical epi n=nM: MQ M¯ is given by j(m¯)=p−1(m(−1)) m(0). One
checks that jM(v)(−1) é jM(v)(0)=jH(v(−1)) é v(0) ¥H é M¯ holds for all
v ¥ M¯. In particular, jH: QQH is right Q-colinear.
One has an isomorphism
M 5 K é M¯
mW p(m(−1)) é m(0)
xj(v)V x é v.
In particular, H itself is isomorphic to K é Q as a left K-module and a
right Q-comodule.
A (left) crossed coproduct is a K-module coalgebra H=K za Q of the
following form: As a left K-module, we have H=K é Q; the comultiplica-
tion is given in terms of a coalgebra structure on Q, a ‘‘weak coaction’’
r: Q ¦ qW q[0] é q[1] ¥ Q éK, and a ‘‘dual cocycle’’ a: Q ¦ qW a (1)(q) é
a (2)(q) ¥K éK by the formula
D(x z q)=x(1)a (1)(q(1)) z q(2)[0] é x(2)a (2)(q(1)) q(2)[1] z q(3) ,
and e(x z q)=e(x) e(q) for x ¥K and q ¥ Q, where we write x z q :=x é q ¥
K é Q=: K za Q. We do not need to know explicitly the conditions that
one has to impose on r and a to ensure that the above formula really
defines a coalgebra. If a is convolution invertible, then a crossed coproduct
is a cleft K-module coalgebra with cleaving map p=idK é e : K za QQK;
the quotient (K za Q)/K+(K za Q) can be identified withQ via n=(e é idQ):
K za QQ Q.
If H is a cleft K-coextension of Q=H/K+H, then H is isomorphic to a
crossed coproduct with convolution invertible dual cocycle: The isomorphism
KéQ ¦ xé qW xj(q) ¥H becomes a coalgebra isomorphismH 5K za Q if
we define the weak coaction and dual cocycle by the formulas r :=(né p) Dj
and a :=(pé p) Dj.
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3. COQUASIBIALGEBRAS CONSTRUCTED
VIA HOPF BIMODULES
The subject of this section is a general construction for coquasibialgebras
of the following type: Given a suitable coquasibialgebra containing a
certain finite Hopf algebra K as a subbialgebra, one can form another
coquasibialgebra containing K* as a subbialgebra. The construction arises
naturally from rather simple principles: The basic idea of reconstruction
theory is that (coquasi)bialgebras come naturally with any monoidal
category that we can find; we apply this to a monidal category that one can
form in the most obvious way from any Hopf algebra inclusion.
The simplicity of the basic idea may easily be forgotten in the thick of
the technical details involved—these are due in particular to a generaliza-
tion to Hopf algebra inclusions K …H in which H is not a bialgebra but
only a coquasibialgebra. This generalization is natural since the output of
the construction is not an ordinary bialgebra anyway; the generalized
construction is a functor between analogous categories associated to K and
K*, respectively.
To help keep the general strategy in mind we will start with a short
outline.
3.1. An Outline of the Programme. Consider a bialgebra H and a
subbialgebra K …H which is a Hopf algebra. Then K is an algebra in the
monoidal category HM of left H-comodules. Hence, one can consider the
category HKMK of K-bimodules in the monoidal category
HM. These are
just ordinary K-bimodules which are also H-comodules and which satisfy
the two compatibility conditions for a Hopf module with respect to the
K-module coalgebra H. Of course, HKMK is a monoidal category with
the tensor product over K (it does not matter if we take this within the
category HM or in the ordinary sense).
Assume now that H is cleft as a left K-module coalgebra. This means in
particular that a Hopf module M ¥ HKM is isomorphic to HiQ M¯ where
M¯ :=M/K+M and Q=H¯=H/K+H. Moreover, H 5K é Q as a left
K-module and a right Q-comodule, so that M 5K é M¯ as a left
K-module.NowconsideringM,N ¥HKMK,wefindM éK N 5M éK K é N¯ 5
M é N¯ 5 M¯ é N¯; in short, since every Hopf bimodule in HKMK is a free left
K-module, the functor w: HKMK ¦MW M¯ ¥KM preserves tensor products:
it maps the tensor product over K to the tensor product over k.
Now the principles of reconstruction theory almost tell us that the tensor
product preserving exact and faithful functor w: HKMK Q kM factors
through a monoidal category equivalence HKMK Q H˜M, where H˜ is a suit-
able coquasibialgebra, the coendomorphism coalgebra of the functor w.
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Surely coendomorphism coalgebras do not always exist, so that one has to
take care of this by explicit construction rather than by reference to general
principles (see however Remark 3.4.1 below). In the case that K is finite,
we will find that w does factor over an equivalence with the category H˜M
for a suitably constructed coalgebra H˜. From here, general principles take
over to guarantee a coquasibialgebra structure on H˜ coming from the
monoidal category structures.
Now the output of the construction outlined so far is of a different type
than the input: We put in a bialgebra and get out a coquasibialgebra.
Below, the construction will be done more generally for an inclusion K …H
in which H is a coquasibialgebra subject to certain restrictions. The output
of the construction will be again a coquasibialgebra which will turn out to
satisfy the same restrictions we had to impose on the input.
3.2. Hopf Bimodules Associated to an Inclusion. Let H be a coquasi-
bialgebra with coassociator f. If K is a subcoquasibialgebra (a subcoalgebra
closed under multiplication and containing the unit; this is naturally a
coquasibialgebra with its coassociator the restriction of f) and the restric-
tion of f to Ké3 happens to be trivial, then K is an ordinary bialgebra. It is
natural to call K a subbialgebra of H in this situation. However, we still do
not have associativity for products that involve elements of K as well as of
H. Thus, H is not a K-module in the ordinary sense. Of course K, which is
naturally an H-comodule, say, on the left, can also be considered as an
associative algebra within the monoidal category of H-comodules (since
the coassociator is trivial on K éK éK). However, H is not a left or right
K-module in this category either; this would mean
(xy) h=f(x(1) é y(1) é h(1)) x(2)(y(2)h(2))
holds for all x, y ¥K and h ¥H, which differs from the associativity axiom
in H. We can ensure that H is an ordinary left K-module as well as a left
K-module in the category of left H-comodules by imposing an additional
restriction on f.
Lemma 3.2.1. Let H=(H, D, N, f) be a k-flat coquasibialgebra and
K …H be a subcoquasibialgebra such that f |K éH éH=e. Then
(1) f(xf é g é h)=e(x) f(f é g é h) -x ¥K, f, g, h ¥H.
(2) f−1(xf é g é h)=e(x) f−1(f é g é h) -x ¥K, f, g, h ¥H.
(3) K is an ordinary bialgebra. More generally, (xg) h=x(gh) holds
for all x ¥K and g, h ¥H; in particular, H is a left K-module coalgebra.
(4) K is an algebra in the monoidal category HM, and H is a left
K-module in the monoidal category HM.
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Proof. For the first claim we calculate
f(xf é g é h)
=f(x(1)f(1) é g(1) é h(1)) f(x(2) é f(2) é g(2)h(2))
=f(x(1) é f(1) é g(1)) f(x(2) é f(2) g(2) é h(1)) f(f(3) é g(3) é h(2))
=e(x) f(f é g é h).
The second claim follows easily from the first. The third claim as well
as the fourth are direct consequences of the assumption on f and the
definitions. L
Note that (1) implies that f induces a well-defined map
H/K+H éH éH ¦ f¯ é g é hW f(f é g é h) ¥ k,
which we will denote again by f.
Definition 3.2.2. Let H be a k-flat coquasibialgebra with associator f
and K …H a subcoquasibialgebra with f |K éH éH=e. We denote the
categories of left K-modules (resp. right K-modules, K-bimodules) in the
monoidal category HM by HKM resp.
HMK,
H
KMK). The category
H
KMK has a
natural monoidal category structure. We will denote the tensor product of
M, N ¥ HKMK byM éK N.
Remark 3.2.3. Assume the conditions of the preceding definition.
A left K-module M in HM is just an ordinary left K-module and left
H-comodule satisfying (xm)(−1) é (xm)(0)=x(1)m(−1) é x(2)m(0) for all x ¥K
and m ¥M; that is,M is a relative Hopf module in the ordinary sense with
respect to the K-module coalgebra H. In particular, the notation HKM is in
accordance with the familiar notations for Hopf modules, whereas the
other two notations are somewhat abusive. In detail, an object of HMK is a
left H-comodule M, equipped with a colinear map mr: M éK ¦ m é xW
mx ¥M satisfying (mx) y=f(m(−1) é x(1) é y(1)) m(0)(x(2) y(2)) and m1K=
m for all m ¥M, x, y ¥K (so M is not in general a right K-module). An
object M ¥ HKMK is an object of HKM as well as HMK satisfying in addition
(xm) y=x(my) for all x, y ¥K and m ¥M.
The notation M éK N for the tensor product of M, N ¥ HKMK has to be
read with caution as well. As a left K-module and H-comodule,M éK N is
the quotient of M éN (equipped with the left K-module structure of the
left tensor factor and the codiagonal comodule structure) modulo the
relation mx é n=f(m(−1) é x(1) é n(−1)) m(0) é x(2)n(0) for m ¥M, n ¥N,
and x ¥K. The right K-structure is given by (m é n) x=f(m(−1) é n(−1) é
x(1)) m(0) é n(0)x(2).
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Definition 3.2.4. Let (H, f) be a k-flat coquasibialgebra and K …H a
subcoquasibialgebra such that f |K éH éH=e. Put Q :=H/K+H.
Define the category QMf, K as follows: An object of QMf, K is a left
Q-comodule V equipped with a map m: V éK ¦ v é xW vx ¥ V satisfying
(vx)(−1) é (vx)(0)=v(−1)x(1) é v(0)x(2)
(vx) y=f(v(−1) é x(1) é y(1)) v(0)(x(2) y(2))
v1K=v
for all v ¥ V, x, y ¥K.
Proposition 3.2.5. Let (H, f) be a k-flat coquasibialgebra and K …H a
subcoquasibialgebra such that f |K éH éH=e. Assume that H is a faithfully
coflat K-Galois coextension of Q :=H/K+H (and K is a Hopf algebra).
Then we have a category equivalence
wˆ: HKMK 5 QMf, K
MW M¯ :=M/K+M
HiQ VV V
described as follows: For M ¥ HKMK, we have M¯ ¥ QMf, K with the
Q-comodule structure induced by the H-comodule structure of M, and
m¯x=mx for m ¥M and x ¥K. For V ¥ QMf, K, we have HiQ V ¥ HKMK
with the left H-comodule and K-module structures induced by the left tensor
factor, and (; hi é vi) x=; hix(1) é vix(2) for ; hi é vi ¥HiQ V and
x ¥K.
Proof. The equivalence is based on Schneider’s category equivalence
H
KM 5 QM reviewed in Section 2.5.
If M ¥HKMK, then the map M¯ éK ¦ m¯ é xW mx ¥ M¯ is well-defined,
since y(mx)=(ym) x for x, y ¥K and m ¥M, since f|K éH éK=e. We have
(m¯x) y=mxy=(mx) y=f(m(−1) é x(1) é y(1)) m(0)(x(2) y(2))
=f(m(−1) é x(1) é y(1)) m(0)(x(2) y(2))
=f(m¯(−1) é x(1) é y(1)) m¯(0)(x(2) y(2))
and m¯1=m¯, showing that M¯ ¥ QMf, K.
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If V ¥ QMf, K, then
(HiQ V) éK ¦ C hi é vi é xW C hix(1) é vix(2) ¥HiQ V
is well-defined by the first condition in the definition of QMf, K. We have
(( C hi é vi) x) y=( C hix(1) é vix(2)) y=C (hix(1)) y(1) é (vix(2)) y(2)
=C (hix(1)) y(1) é f(vi(−1) é x(2) é y(2)) vi(0)(x(3) y(3))
=C (hi(1)x(1)) y(1)f(hi(2) é x(2) é y(2)) é vi(x(3) y(3))
=C f(hi(1) é x(1) é y(1)) hi(2)(x(2) y(2)) é vi(x(3) y(3))
=C f(hi(1) é x(1) é y(2))(hi(2) é vi)(x(2) y(2)).
We omit checking that the isomorphisms M ¦ mW m(−1) é m(0) ¥
HiQ M¯ and HiQ V ¦; hi é vi W; e(hi) vi ¥ V are in HKMK, resp.
QMf, K, whenM and V are. L
3.3. Tensorial Underlying Functors. The next step in our program is to
make the functor w: HKMK Q kM a tensor functor under the assumption
that H is a cocleft K-module coalgebra. This will be somewhat more
complicated than indicated in the outline, since we want to retain the
possibility that H is a coquasibialgebra rather than an ordinary bialgebra.
In this case it is still true that anyM ¥ HKMK is the free left K-module over
some k-module, but since the tensor product in HKMK is not the ordinary
tensor product of K-bimodules, the desired consequences won’t follow until
we assume additional technical hypotheses on the cleaving map.
Lemma 3.3.1. LetH be a k-flat coquasibialgebra and K …H a subcoquasi-
bialgebra such that f|KéHéH=e. Let p: HQK be a cleaving map satisfying
ep=e and p(1)=1. PutQ=H/K+H and define j as in Section 2.5.
The following are equivalent:
(1) f(g é x é j(q)(1)) j(q)(2)=e(g) e(x) j(q) -g ¥H, x ¥K, q ¥ Q.
(2) f(g é x é yj(v)(−1)) j(v)(0)=f(g é x é y) j(v) -M ¥ HKM, v ¥ M¯,
g ¥H, x, y ¥K.
(3) f(g é x é h(1)) p(h(2))=f(g é x é p(h)(1)) p(h)(2) -g, h ¥H,x ¥K.
(4) Any one of (1) through (3) with f replaced with f−1.
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If K is finite, then the above conditions are further equivalent to
(5) (a) f(idH é i é p)=f(idH é i é idH), where i: KQH denotes
the inclusion map, and
(b) a˜ (1)(p)Oa˜ (2)(p) | a (1)(q)P é a (2)(q)=e(p) e(q) · 1 é 1-p, q ¥ Q,
where a is the cocycle in the cleft K-module coalgebra H, and a˜: Q ¦ qW
a˜ (1)(q) é a˜ (2)(q) ¥K* éK* is defined by Oa˜(q) | x é yP=f(q é x é y) for
q ¥ Q and x, y ¥K.
Proof. We denote by (1Œ) through (3Œ) the conditions (1) through (3),
respectively, with f replaced with f−1.
Only the implication (1)S (2) makes use of the cocycle identities: First,
the calculation
f(g é x é yj(q)(1)) j(q)(2)
=f(g(1)x(1) é y(1) é j(q)(1)) f(g(2) é x(2) é y(2) j(q)(2)) j(q)(3)
=f(g(1) é x(1) é y(1)) f(g(2) é x(2) y(2) é j(q)(1))
×f(x(3) é y(3) é j(q)(2)) j(q)(3)
=f(g é x é y) j(q)
shows (2) for the special caseM=H. Assuming this, the calculation
f(g é x é yj(v)(−1)) j(v)(0)=f(g é x é yj(v)(−2)) p(j(v)(−1)) j(j(v)(0))
=f(g é x é yj(v(−1))(1)) p(j(v(−1))(2)) j(v(0))
=f(g é x é y) p(j(v(−1))) j(v(0))
=f(g é x é y) j(v)
proves (2) in the general case.
Assume (2). To show (3) it is enough to consider h=yj(q) for y ¥K and
q ¥ Q; here
f(g é x é (yj(q))(1)) p((yj(q))(2))=f(g é x é y(1) j(q)(1)) p(y(2) j(q)(2))
=f(g é x é y(1)) p(y(2) j(q))
=f(g é x é y(1)) y(2)e(q)
=f(g é x é p(yj(q))(1)) p(yj(q))(2).
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Next, we prove that (3) implies (3Œ) by the calculation
f−1(g é x é p(h)(1)) p(h)(2)
=f−1(g(1) é x(1) é h(1)) f(g(2) é x(2) é h(2))
×f−1(g(3) é x(3) é p(h(3))(1)) p(h(3))(2)
=f−1(g(1) é x(1) é h(1)) f(g(2) é x(2) é p(h(2))(1))
×f−1(g(3) é x(3) é p(h(2))(2)) p(h(2))(3)
=f−1(g1) é x(1) é h(1)) p(h(2)).
To see that (1Œ) follows from (3Œ) we calculate
f−1(g é x é j(q)(1)) j(q)(2)
=f−1(g é x é j(q)(1)) p(j(q)(2)) j(j(q)(3))
=f−1(g é x é j(q(1))(1)) p(j(q(1))(2)) j(q(2))
=f−1(g é x é p(j(q(1)))(1)) p(j(q(1)))(2) j(q(2))=e(g) e(x) j(q).
To show that (2) implies (2Œ) we calculate
f−1(g é x é yj(v)(−1)) j(v)(0)
=f−1(g(1) é x(1) é y(1))
×f(g(2) é x(2) é y(2)) f−1(g(3) é x(3) é y(3) j(v)(−1)) j(v)(0)
=f−1(g(1) é x(1) é y(1)) f(g(2) é x(2) é y(2) j(v)(−2))
×f−1(g(3) é x(3) é y(3) j(v)(−1)) j(v)(0)
=f−1(g é x é y) j(v).
If we exchange the roles of f and f−1 in this calculation and specialize to
y=1 andM=H, we obtain (1Œ)S (1).
Since (1Œ) is just a special case of (2Œ), we have shown the equivalence of
(1) through (4).
Now assume K is finite. Condition (5)(a) follows from (3) by applying e.
using (5)(a) and (1) we have, for all x ¥K, p, q ¥ Q,
Oa˜ (1)(p) | xPOa˜ (2)(p) | a(1)(q)P a(2)(q)
=f(j(p) é x é a (1)(q)) a (2)(q)=f(j(p) é x é p(j(q)(1))) p(j(q)(2))
=f(j(p) é x é j(q)(1)) p(j(q)(2))=e(p) e(x) pj(q)=e(p) e(q) e(x),
showing (5)(b).
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Finally, assume (5). Then the calculation
f(g é x é j(q)(1)) j(q)(2)
=f(g é x é a (1)(q(1)) j(q(2)[0])) a (2)(q(1)) q(2)[1] j(q(3))
=f(g é x é a (1)(q(1))) a (2)(q(1)) j(q(2))
=Oa˜ (1)(g¯) | xPOa˜ (2)(g¯) | a (1)(q(1))P a (2)(q(1)) j(q(2))
=e(g) e(x) e(q(1)) j(q(2))=e(g) e(x) j(q)
shows (1). L
Definition 3.3.2. Let K be a k-Hopf algebra. The category Ea(K) is
defined as follows:
(1) An object H=(H, N, D, f, i, p) ¥ Ea(K) consists of a k-flat coqua-
sibialgebra (H, N, D, f), a multiplicative unital coalgebra map i: KQH such
that f(ié idHéH)=e, and a convolution invertible left K-module map
p: HQK satisfying p(1)=1, ep=e, and f(gé xé h(1)) p(h(2))=f(gé xé
p(h)(1)) p(h)(2) -g, h ¥H, x ¥K.
(2) A morphism (H, N, D, f, i, p)Q (HŒ, NŒ, DŒ, fŒ, iŒ, pŒ) in Ea(K) is
a coquasimorphism (F, h): (H, N, D, f)Q (HŒ, NŒ, DŒ, fŒ) such that Fi=iŒ
and h(i é idH)=e.
Besides the notion of an isomorphism within the category Ea(K), there is
an obvious stronger notion of an isomorphism between objects of Ea(K),
which we will refer to as a strong isomorphism: a coalgebra isomorphism
compatible with all the structure maps that constitute the objects.
The category Er(K) has as objects those (H, N, D, f, i, p) such that
(Hbop, Nop, Dcop, fbop, i, p) ¥ Ea(Kbop) and as morphisms those coquasi-
morphisms (F, h) such that (F, h−121 ) is a morphism in Ea(K
bop), where
h−121 (g é h) :=h−1(h é g).
We will most of the time treat i as above as an inclusion map.
Assume that p0 is a cleaving map and p=p0 f ep−10 is the corresponding
cleaving map with ep=e. It is interesting to note that p0(1)=1 implies
p(1)=1, and if condition (3) in Lemma 3.3.1 is satisfied for p0 in place of p,
then
f(g é x é h(1)) p(h(2))=f(g é x é h(1)) p0(h(2)) ep−10 (h(3))
=f(g é x é p0(h(1))(1)) p0(h(1))(2) ep−10 (h(2))
=f(gé xé (p0(h(1)) ep−10 (h(2)))(1))(p0(h(1)) ep−10 (h(2)))(2)
=f(g é x é p(h)(1)) p(h)(2)
also holds for g, h ¥H and x ¥K.
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Proposition 3.3.3. LetK be a k-flatHopf algebra, and (H, N, D, f, i, p) ¥
Ea(K).
ForM ¥ HKMK write M¯ :=M/K+M, and define j as in Section 2.5.
Then we have the isomorphism, natural inM, N ¥ HKMK,
c: M éK N ¦ m é nW mp(n(−1)) é n(0) ¥M é N¯,
with its inverse given by c−1(m é v)=m é j(v).
Proof. To show that c is well-defined, consider c0: M éNQM é N¯
with c0(m é n)=mp(n(−1)) é n(0). Since
c0(mx é n)=(mx) p(n(−1)) é n(0)
=f(m(−1) é x(1) é p(n(−1))(1)) m(0)(x(2)p(n(−1))(2)) é n(0)
=f(m(−1) é x(1) é n(−2)) m(0)(x(2)p(n(−1))) é x(3)n(0)
=f(m(−1) é x(1) é n(−2)) m(0)p(x(2)n(−1)) é x(3)n(0)
=c0(f(m(−1) é x(1) é n(−1)) m(0) é x(2)n(0))
holds for m ¥M, n ¥N, and x ¥K, c0 factors to give the desired map c. To
show that c¯ : M é N¯ ¦ m é vW m é j(v) ¥M éK N is inverse to c, we
calculate
c¯c(m é n)=c¯(mp(n(−1)) é n(0))=mp(n(−1)) é j(n(0))
=f(m(−1) é p(n(−1))(1) é j(n(0))(−1)) m(0) é p(n(−1))(2) j(n(0))(0)
=m é p(n(−1)) j(n(0))=m é n,
using Lemma 3.3.1 (2), and
cc¯(mé v)=c(mé j(v))=mp(j(v)(−1))é j(v)(0)=mp(j(v(−1)))é v(0)=mé v
for m ¥M, n ¥N, and v ¥ N¯. Naturality is obvious. L
Lemma 3.3.4. Let K be a k-flat Hopf algebra and (H, N, D, f, i, p) ¥
Ea(K). Then for allM, N ¥ HKMK we have an isomorphism
t=tp=tp, M, N : M¯ é N¯ QM éN
m¯ é wW m é j(w)
mp(n(−1)) é n(0) V m é n
making (w, tp): (
H
KMK , éK)Q (kM, é ) a neutral tensor functor.
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Proof. To show the existence of the isomorphism t it suffices to note
that the map c from the preceding proposition is a left K-module map. The
claim that (w, tp) is a neutral tensor functor means that tp, K, N:
N¯ 5 K¯ é N¯QK éK N as well as tp, M, K: M¯ 5 M¯ é K¯QM éK K coincide
with the obvious canonical isomorphisms. This is trivial to read off from
the definition. L
Given a monoidal category C and another category D equivalent to it, it
is trivial to conclude that D is also monoidal, in such a way that the given
equivalence is a monoidal functor. In particular, we could have concluded
above that QMf, K is a monoidal category, just because it is equivalent to
H
KMK. Now the resulting abstract tensor product in
QMf, K resulting from
these considerations is quite unpleasant: It is obtained by transporting
objects back and forth between the categories by means of the equivalence
in Proposition 3.2.5; that is, the tensor product of V, W ¥ QMf, K is given by
(HiQ V) éK (HiQ W). Given a suitable cleaving map p as above we
can conclude that the latter is isomorphic to V éW as a k-module. In other
words, given a suitable cleaving map we can give QMf, K a more manageable
structure of a monoidal category, with the abstract tensor product modeled
on the tensor product over k of the underlying k-modules. The technical
details are laid out in the following.
Theorem 3.3.5. Let K be a k-flat Hopf algebra, (H, N, D, f, i, p) ¥
Ea(K), and Q :=H/K+H. Consider the functor w :
H
KMK ¦MW M¯ :=
M/K+M ¥ kM.
There is a unique monoidal category structure on QMf, K and a unique
natural isomorphism tˆp such that the underlying functor U: QMf, K Q kM is a
strict neutral tensor functor, (wˆ, tˆp) is a monoidal functor, and
H
KMK ||`(wˆ, tˆp) QMf, K
(w, tp) (U, id)
Mk
is a commutative diagram of neutral tensor functors.
Explicitly, the tensor product of V, W ¥ QMf, K is their tensor product over
k, equipped with the structures
(v é w) x=f(j(v(−1)) é j(w(−1))(1) é x(1)) v(0)p(j(w(−1))(2) x(2)) é w(0)x(3)
and
(v é w)(−1) é (v é w)(0)=j(v(−1)) j(w(−1))(1) é v(0)p(j(w(−1))(2)) é w(0) ,
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where v ¥ V, w ¥W, and x ¥K; these structures satisfy
(v é w)(−1) é (v é w)(0) x=v(−2) j(w(−2))(1) f(v(−1) é j(w(−2))(2) é x(1))
é v(0)p(j(w(−1))(3) x(2)) é w(0)w(3).
For U, V, W ¥ QMf, K, the associator map F˜: (Ué V)éWQUé (VéW)
is given by
F˜(u é v é w)=f(j(u(−1)) é j(v(−1))(1) é j(w(−1))(1))
×u(0)p(j(v(−1))(2) j(w(−1))(2)) é v(0)p(w(−1))(3)) é w(0).
Proof. Suppose that we have a monoidal category and a monoidal
functor structure as claimed. That U is a strict neutral tensor functor
means that the tensor product in QMf, K is modeled on the tensor product of
k-modules over k. The claimed formulas for the Q-comodule structure and
K-action on a tensor product only have to be verified in the case that the
objects involved are in the image of wˆ, thanks to the fact that wˆ is an
equivalence. That (U, id)(wˆ, tˆp)=(w, tp) as neutral tensor functors means
that the k-module homomorphism underlying tˆp is just tp. Hence, the
Q-comodule structure and right K-action on M¯ é N¯ are determined by the
requirement that tp: M¯ é N¯QM éK N be a morphism in QMf, K. Of the
three formulas given it suffices to prove the last, of which the first two are
easily special cases. We compute
(m¯ é w)(−1) é (m¯ é w)(0) x
=t(m¯ é w)(−1) é t−1(t(m¯ é w)(0) x)
=m(−1) j(w)(−1) é t−1((m(0) é j(w)(0)) x)
=m(−2) j(w)(−2)f(m(−1) é j(w)(−1) é x(1)) é t−1(m(0) é j(w)(0) x(2))
=m(−2) j(w)(−3)f(m(−1) é j(w)(−2) é x(1))ém(0)p(j(w)(−1) x(2))é j(w)(0) x(3)
=j(m¯(−2)) j(w(−1))(1)f(j(m¯(−1)) é j(w(−1))(2) é x(1))
é m¯(0)p(j(w(−1))(3) x(2)) é w(0)x(3)
for M, N ¥ HKMK, m ¥M, and w ¥ N¯. The form of the associator map also
has to be verified only for three objects in the image of wˆ. For L, M,
N ¥ HKMK the condition that (wˆ, tˆ) is a monoidal functor means that
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(L¯ é M¯) é N¯ ŁF˜ L¯ é (M¯ é N¯)
t é id‡ ‡ id é t
L éK M é N¯ L¯ éM éK N
t‡ ‡t
(L éK M) éK N
F¯`
L éK (M éK N)
commutes. We compute
t(t é id)(a¯ é v é w)=t(a é j(v) é w)=(a é j(v)) é j(w)
and
(id é t)−1 t−1(a é (m é n))=(id é t)−1 (a¯p(m(−1)n(−1)) é m(0) é n(0))
=a¯p(m(−1)n(−2)) é m(0)p(n(−1)) é n(0)
for a ¥ L, m ¥M, n ¥M, v ¥ M¯, and w ¥ N¯, whence
F˜((a¯ é v) é w)=(id é t)−1 t−1F¯t(t é id)((a¯ é v) é w)
=(id é t)−1 t−1F¯((a é j(v)) é j(w))
=(id é t)−1 t−1(f(a(−1) é j(v)(−1) é j(w)(−1))
a(0) é (j(v)(0) é j(w)(0)))
=f(a(−1) é j(v)(−2) é j(w)(−3))
a(0)p(j(v)(−1) j(w)(−2)) é j(v)(0)p(j(w)−1)) é j(w)(0)
=f(j(a¯(−1)) é (v(−1))(1) é j(w(−1))(1))
a¯(0)p(j(v(−1))(2) j(w(−1))(2)) é v(0)p(j(w(−1))(3)) é w(0)
follows.
Existence of the claimed structures is proved by running the proof of
uniqueness backward: For M, N ¥ HKMK, we make M¯ é N¯ an object of
QMf, K by transporting the structures of M éK N along tˆp. For general
objects V, W ¥ QMf, K we utilize the fact that they are isomorphic to M¯ and
N¯ for suitable M, N as above. Similarly, F˜: (L¯ é M¯) é N¯Q L¯ é (M¯ é N¯)
for L, M, N ¥ HKMK can be defined by the same diagram used in the proof
of uniqueness for computing it, and F˜: (U é V) éWQ U é (V éW) for
U, V, W ¥ QMf, K can be defined by utilizing isomorphisms U 5 L¯, V 5 M¯,
W 5 N¯ for suitable L,M, N ¥ HKMK. We omit further details. L
3.4. Reconstruction. We will now proceed to construct a coquasi-
bialgebra H˜ associated to H ¥ Ea(K) for finite K.
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The purpose of the following remark is to show that, at least in the case
where k is a field, the object H˜ we will construct exists by the general
Tannaka–Kreı˘nreconstructionprinciples,appliedtothetensorfunctor(w, tp)
—we could have defined it, for that matter, using only the definitions of
Ea(K), w, and tp. However, our results will be more general and, more
importantly, more explicit.
Remark 3.4.1. Assume k is a field, K is a finite-dimensional Hopf
algebra, and H ¥ Ea(K). Denote by HKMfK the category of those objects of
H
KMK that are finite dimensional over k (or, equivalently, are finitely
generated K-modules). Then w induces a functor w0:
H
KM
f
K Q kM that
maps into the subcategory of finite dimensional vector spaces; by [35]
there exists a coendomorphism object H˜ :=coend(w0) of w0, and w0
factors through an equivalence wˆ0:
H
KM
f
K Q H˜Mf with the category of
finite-dimensional H˜-comodules. By [16, 26] H˜ has a coquasibialgebra
structure such that wˆ0 is a monoidal functor with monoidal functor struc-
ture induced by the isomorphism tp from Lemma 3.3.4. It is easy to check
that wˆ0 extends to an equivalence wˆ:
H
KMK Q H˜M: both H˜-comodules and
Hopf modules in HKMK can be written as inductive limits of finite dimen-
sional subobjects. H˜ comes with an intrinsically defined bialgebra map
i˜ : K*Q H˜, because KKMK is canonically a monoidal subcategory of HKMK ,
and KKMK is monoidally equivalent to
K*M 5MK by the special case H=K
of Proposition 3.2.5 and Theorem 3.3.5 (or [28]). There is also an intrinsi-
cally defined map p˜: H˜QK*, since we have a natural transformation in
w éKQ w whose components are the right K-actions, and H˜ is a repre-
senting object of Nat(w, − é w).
We now start to determine H˜ more explicitly and in a way that also
works if k is not a field. The first step constructs only the coalgebra H˜ and
does not need a tensorial structure on w.
Definition and Lemma 3.4.2. Let (H, f) be a k-flat coquasibialgebra
and K …H a subcoquasibialgebra such that f|K éH éH=e. Put Q :=H/K+H.
Assume that K is finite.
Define r˜: Q ¦ qW q[− 1˜] é q[0˜] ¥K* é Q by Oq[− 1˜] | xP q[0˜]=qx for x ¥K.
Define a˜: Q ¦ qW a˜ (1)(q) é a˜ (2)(q) ¥K* éK* by Oa˜ (1)(q) | xPOa˜ (2)(q) | yP
:=f(q é x é y) for q ¥ Q and x, y ¥K. Then
(1) Q za˜ K* :=Q éK* is a (crossed coproduct) right K*-module
coalgebra with
D˜(q z j)=q(1) z q(2)[− 1˜] a˜ (1)(q(3)) j(1) é q(2)[0˜] z a˜ (2)(q(3)) j(2)
and e(q z j)=e(q) e(j).
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(2) One has an isomorphism of categories QMf, K 5 Q za˜ K*M described
as follows: Given V ¥ QMf, K, the map
V ¦ vW v(−1) z x i é v(0)xi ¥ Q za˜ K* é V,
where xi é x i ¥K éK* are dual bases, makes V a left Q za˜ K*-comodule.
Given V ¥ Q za˜ K*M with comodule structure vW v(−1˜) é v(0˜), one has V ¥
QMf, K by
V ¦ vW n˜(v(−1˜)) é v(0˜) ¥ Q é V
and vx=Op˜(v(−1˜)) | xP v(0˜) for v ¥ V and x ¥K, where n˜=id é e: Q za˜ K*Q
Q and p˜=e é id: Q za˜ K*QK*.
Proof. For x ¥K define
tx: Q za˜ K* ¦ q z jW qOj | xP ¥ Q.
The claimed coalgebra structure in (1) is obviously right K*-linear, so that
to prove coassociativity, it is enough to check
(tx é ty é tz)(D é id) D(q z 1)=(tx é ty é tz)(id é D) D(q z 1)
for all x, y, z ¥K and q ¥ Q. Using
(tx é ty) D(q z j)
=q(1)Oq(2)[−1˜] a˜
(1)(q(3)) j(1) | xP é q(2)[0˜]Oa˜ (2)(q(3)) j(2) | yP
=q(1) é q(2)x(1)f(q(3) é x(2) é y(1))Oj | x(3) y(2)P
we find
(tx é ty é tz)(D é id) D(q z 1)
=(tx é ty) D(q(1) z q(2)[− 1˜] a˜ (1)(q(3))) é q(2)[0˜]Oa˜ (2)(q(3)) | zP
=q(1) é q(2)x(1)f(q(3) é x(2) é y(1))Oq(4)[− 1˜] a˜ (1)(q(5)) | x(3) y(2)P
é q(4)[0˜]Oa˜ (2)(q(5)) | zP
=q(1) é q(2)x(1)f(q(3) é x(2) é y(1)) é q(4)(x(3) y(2)) f(q(5) é x(4) y(3) é z)
=q(1) é q(2)x(1) é (q(3)x(2)) y(1)f(q(4) é x(3) é y(2)) f(q(5) é x(4) y(3) é z)
=q(1) é q(2)x(1) é (q(3)x(2)) y(1)
f(q(4) é x(3) é y(2)) f(q(5) é x(4) y(3) é z(1)) f(x(5) é y(4) é z(2))
=q(1) é q(2)x(1) é (q(3)x(2)) y(1)f(q(4)x(3) é y(2) é z(1))
×f(q(5) é x(4) é y(3)z(2))
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and also
(tx é ty é tz)(id é D) D(q z 1)
=q(1)Oq(2)[− 1˜] a˜ (1)(q(3)) | xP é (ty é tz) D(q(2)[0˜] z a˜ (2)(q(3)))
=q(1) é (ty é tz) D(q(2)x(1) z Oa˜ (1)(q(3)) | x(2)P a˜ (2)(q(3)))
=q(1) é q(2)x(1) é (q(3)x(2)) y(1)f(q(4)x(3) é y(2) é z(1))
×Oa˜ (1)(q(5)) | x(4)POa˜ (2)(q(5)) | y(3)z(2)P
=q(1) é q(2)x(1) é (q(3)x(2)) y(1)f(q(4)x(3) é y(2) é z(1))
×f(q(5) é x(4) é y(3)z(2)).
We now turn to the claimed category equivalence. Let V be a k-module.
If V is a left Q za˜ K*-comodule with structure map L: V ¦ vW v(−1˜) é v(0˜) ¥
Q éK* é V, and if we define l: V ¦ vW v(−1) é v(0) ¥ Q é V and m: V éK ¦
v é xW vx ¥ V by vx=Op˜(v(−1˜)) | xP v(0˜) and l=(n˜ é id) L, then L(v)=
n˜(v(−2˜)) é p˜(v(−1˜)) é v(0˜)=v(−1) é x i é v(0)xi.
Now assume we are given maps l: V ¦ vW v(−1) é v(0) ¥ Q é V and m: V é
K ¦ v é xW vx ¥ VanddefineL: V ¥ vW v(−1˜) é v(0˜) ¥ Q éK* é VbyL(v)=
v(−1) é x i é v(0)xi. Then clearly vx=Op˜(v(−1˜)) | xP v(0˜) and l=(n˜ é id) L.
We note the formula (tx é idV) L(v)=v(−1) é v(0)x. It remains to show that
L is a comodule structure if and only if l and m make V an object of QMf, K.
First, if L is a comodule structure then so is l, since n˜ is a coalgebra map.
Under the assumption that l is a comodule structure we compute
(tx é ty é idV)(v(−1˜) é v(0˜)(−1˜) é v(0˜)(0˜))
=v(−1) é ty((v(0)x)(−1˜)) é (v(0)x)(0˜)=v(−1) é (v(0)x)(−1) é (v(0)x)(0) y
and
(tx é ty é idV)(D(v(−1˜)) é v(0˜))=(tx é ty) D(v(−1) é x i) é v(0)xi
=v(−3) é v(−2)x(1)f(v(−1) é x(2) é y(1))Ox i | x(3) y(2)P é v(0)xi
=v(−3) é v(−2)x(1)f(v(−1) é x(2) é y(1)) é v(0)(x(3) y(2)).
Thus, if L is a comodule structure, then for x, y ¥K and v ¥ V we have
(vx)(−1) é (vx)(0)=(etx é t1 é idV)(v(−1˜) é v(0˜)(−1˜) é v(0˜)(0˜))
=(etx é t1 é idV)(D(v(−1˜)) é v(0˜))=v(−1)x(1) é v(0)x(2)
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and
(vx) y=(etx é ety é idV)(v(−1˜) é v(0˜)(−1˜) é v(0˜)(0˜))
=(etx é ety é idV)(D(v(−1˜)) é v(0˜))
=f(v(−1) é x(1) é y(1)) é v(0)(x(2) y(2)).
Conversely, if V ¥ QMf, K, then
(tx é ty é idV)(v(−1˜) é v(0˜)(−1˜) é v(0˜)(0˜))
=v(−1) é (v(0)x)(−1) é (v(0)x)(0) y=v(−2) é v(−1)x(1) é (v(0)x(2)) y
=v(−3) é v(−2)x(1) é f(v(−1) é x(2) é y(1)) v(0)(x(3) y(2))
=(tx é ty é idV)(D(v(−1˜)) é v(0˜))
for all x, y ¥K and v ¥ V, whence L is coassociative. L
Remark 3.4.3. To simplify notation, we identify the categories QMf, K
and Q za˜ K*M along the isomorphism described in Lemma 3.4.2.
Thus in the situation of Proposition 3.2.5 w: HKMK ¦MW M¯ ¥ kM
factors over the category equivalence wˆ: HKMK 5 Q za˜ K*M, giving a
commutative triangle
H
KMK Łwˆ Q za˜ K*M
w U
kM
of functors.
Corollary 3.4.4. Let K be a finite Hopf algebra and (H, N, f, i, p) ¥
Ea(K). Define Q, r˜, and a˜ as in Lemma 3.4.2. There exists a unique
coquasibialgebra structure (N˜, f˜) on Q za˜ K* and a unique natural iso-
morphism tˆp such that the underlying functor U: Q za˜ K*MQ kM is a strict
neutral tensor functor, (wˆ, tˆp) is a monoidal functor, and
H
KMK |Ł(wˆ, tˆp) Q za˜ K*M
(w, tp) (U, id)
kM
is a commutative diagram of neutral tensor functors.
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Theorem and Definition 3.4.5. Let K be a finite Hopf algebra. A
mapping F: Ea(K)Q Er(K*) is defined as follows.
For (H, N, f, i, p) ¥ Ea(K), define Q, r˜, and a˜ as in Lemma 3.4.2. Then
F(H, N, f, i, p) :=(Q za˜ K*, N, f˜, i˜, p˜),
where (N, f˜) is the coquasibialgebra structure from Corollary 3.4.4 and
i˜ : K* ¦ jW 1 z j ¥ Q za˜ K*,
p˜: Q za˜ K* ¦ q z jW e(q) j ¥K*.
Explicitly, we have
N4(p z j é q z k)=j(p(1)) j(q(1))(1) z x i(j(2) G’ q(2)) k
f(j(p(2)) é j(q(1))(2) é xi)Oj(1) | p(j(q(1))(3))P
and
f˜(p z j é q z k é r z J)
=f(j(p) é j(q)(1) é j(r)(1))Oj | p(j(q)(2) j(r)(2))POk | p(j(r)(3))P e(J),
for p, q, r ¥ Q and j, k, J ¥K*. Here OjG’ q | xP :=Oj | qE xP for x ¥K,
with qE x :=p(j(q) x), and xi é x i ¥K éK* are dual bases.
Proof. Considering H˜ :=Q za˜ K* as an object in QMf, K we have
h˜=h˜(1˜)e(h˜(2˜))=h˜(−1) z x ie(h˜(0)xi) for all h˜ ¥ H˜. If h˜=p z j, we have
h˜(−1)e(h˜(0)x)=h˜(−1)e(h˜(0)xi)Ox i | xP=pOj | xP.
Let p, q, r ¥ Q and j, k, J ¥K*, put f˜=p z j, g˜=q z k, and h˜=r z J.
Then we find
f˜(f˜ é g˜ é h˜)=f˜(f˜(1˜) é g˜(1˜) é h˜(1˜)) e(f˜(2˜)) e(g˜(2˜)) e(h˜(2˜))
=eé3F(f˜ é g˜ é h˜)
=f(j(f˜(−1)) é j(g˜(−1))(1) é j(h˜(−1))(1))
× e(f˜(0)p(j(g˜(−1))(2) j(h˜(−1))(2))) e(g˜(0)p(j(h˜(−1))(3))) e(h˜(0))
=f(j(p) é j(q)(1) é j(r)(1))Oj | p(j(q)(2) j(r)(2))P
×Ok | p(j(r)(3))POJ | 1P.
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Using p(hx)=p(p(h(1)) j(h(2)) x)=p(h(1))(h(2) E x) for h ¥H and x ¥K,
and further j(q)(1) é p(j(q)(2) x)=j(q)(1) é p(j(q)(2))(j(q)(3) E x)=j(q(1))(1)
é p(j(q(1))(2))(q(2) E x) for q ¥ Q, we calculate
f˜g˜=(f˜ é g˜)(−1˜) e é 2((f˜ é g˜)(0˜))
=(f˜ é g˜)(−1) z x ie é 2((f˜ é g˜)(0) xi)
=j(f˜(−2)) j(g˜(−1))(1) z x if(j(f˜(−1)) é j(g˜(−1))(2) é xi(1))
× e(f˜(0)p(j(g˜(−1))(3) xi(2))) e(g˜(0)xi(3))
=j(p(1)) j(q)(1) z x if(j(p(2)) é j(q)(2) é xi(1))Oj | p(j(q)(3) xi(2))POk | xi(3)P
=j(p(1)) j(q(1))(1) z x if(j(p(2)) é j(q(1))(2) é xi(1))
×Oj | p(j(q(1))(3))(q(2) E xi(2))POk | xi(3)P
=j(p(1)) j(q(1))(1) z x i(j(2) G’ q(2)) k
×f(j(p(2)) é j(q(1))(2) é xi)Oj | p(j(q(1))(3))P.
It remains to show that H˜=Q za˜ K* ¥ Er(K*). Note first that the map
p˜ is convolution invertible since f and hence a˜ are. The property
f˜(idH˜ é H˜ é i˜)=e is immediate from the general form of f˜, as is
f˜(p˜ é i˜ é idH˜)=f(idH˜ é i˜ é idH˜). Moreover, we read off f˜(i˜(j) é i˜(k) é
[˜(r))=Oj | p(j(r)(1))POk | p(j(r)(2))P=Oj | a (1)(r)POk | a (2)(r)P, so that the
condition (5)(b) in Lemma 3.3.1 is invariant upon replacing H with
H˜bop. L
Definition 3.4.6. We define a map Fbop: Er(K)Q Ea(K*) by Fbop(H)=
F(Hbop)bop and a map G: Ea(K)Q Ea(K*bop) by G(H)=F(H)bop.
Notations 3.4.7. To cut short the listings of data constituting the objects
of Ea(K) and related categories, we will start to adopt a somewhat sloppy
notational strategy for the rest of the paper: We will frequently write
H ¥ Ea(K) instead of repeating the whole list. f will be understood to be
the coassociator of H, Q the quotient coalgebra H/K+H, and a the dual
two-cocycle in the cleft coextension. Moreover, if HŒ is another object in
Ea(K), it will be understood to come with the structure maps pŒ, iŒ, fŒ; the
map jŒ: QŒQHŒ will be analogous to j: QQH as in Section 2.5, f˜ will be
understood to denote the coassociator on H˜, and so on.
3.5. Functoriality. Let K be a finite Hopf algebra.
So far we have defined a map F: Ea(K)Q Er(K*) on the level of objects.
Our aim now is to make F a functor between the categories Ea(K) and
Er(K*) as in Definition 3.3.2.
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Let us first note that if (F, h): HQHŒ is a morphism in Ea(K), then
h(xg é h)=e(x) h(g é h) and h−1(xg é h)=e(x) h−1(g é h) for all x ¥K,
g, h ¥H. The first claim follows by the calculation
h(xg é h)=h(x(1) é g(1)) h(x(2) g(2) é h(1)) f(x(3) é g(3) é h(2))
=fŒ(F(x(1)) é F(g(1)) é F(h(1))) h(g(2) é h(2)) h(x(2) é g(3)h(3))
=e(x) h(g é h),
and the second follows from the first. It follows further that h induces a
well-defined map h: Q éHQ k. Also, since F(x)=x for all x ¥K, the map
F1: Q ¦ h¯W F(h) ¥ QŒ is well-defined.
Thus, let H, HŒ ¥ Ea(K) for some Hopf algebra K, and let
(F, h): HQHŒ be a morphism in Ea(K). Then the monoidal functor
(F, h)M: HMQ HŒM maps the algebra K in HM to the algebra K in HŒM: the
multiplication in K does not change in view of the condition imposed on h.
In particular, (F, h)M induces a monoidal functor (F, h)K MK:
H
KMK Q H−K MK.
This functor has the following description: The underlying left K-module
of (F, h)K MK(M) is the same as that of M. The left HŒ-comodule structure
is induced via F. The right K-module structure is given by m·x=
h(m(−1) é x(1)) m(0)x(2). The monoidal functor structure of (F, h)K MK is
induced by that of the functor (F, h)M.
Now there are a unique monoidal functor (F, z˜) and a unique coqua-
simorphism (F˜, h˜) making
H
KMK |Łwˆ QMf, K Ł5 Q za˜ K*M
(F, h)
K MK ‡ ‡ (F, z˜) ‡ (F˜, h˜)M
HŒ
K MK Ł
wˆ
QŒMfŒ, KŒ Ł5 QŒ za˜Œ K*M
a commutative diagram of monoidal functors.
Definition 3.5.1. The functor F: Ea(K)Q Er(K*) takes the morphism
(F, h) to the morphism (F˜, h˜) described above.
The maps Fbop: Er(K)Q Ea(K*) and G: Ea(K)Q Ea(K*bop) are extended
to functors by Fbop(F, h)=F((F, h)bop)bop and G(F, h)=F(F, h)bop.
Explicitly, F(V) equals V as a k-module, with left Q-comodule struc-
ture induced via F1: QQ QŒ and right K-action v ·x=h(v(−1) é x(1)) v(0)x(2)
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for v ¥ V and x ¥K. The map z˜ is determined by the commutativity of
M¯ é N¯ Łz˜ M¯ é N¯
tpŒ‡ ‡tp
M éK NŁ
z¯
M éK N
for allM, N ¥ HKMK. We compute
z˜−1(m¯ é w)=t−1pŒ z¯−1tp(m¯ é w)=t−1pŒ (z¯−1(m é j(w)))
=tpŒ(h−1(m(−1) é j(w)(−1)) m(0) é j(w)(0))
=h−1(m(−1) é j(w)(−2)) m(0)pŒ(F(j(w)(−1))) é j(w)(0)
=h−1(m(−1) é j(w(−1))(1)) m¯(0)pŒ(F(j(w(−1))(2))) é w(0) ,
from which we deduce that
z˜−1(v é w)=h−1(v(−1) é j(w(−1))(1)) v(0)pŒ(F(j(w(−1))(2))) é w(0)
holds for all V, W ¥ QMf, K and v ¥ V, w ¥W.
Now for g˜=p z j ¥ Q za˜ K* and h˜=q z k ¥ Q za˜ K* we have
F˜(p z j)=F˜(g˜(1)) e(g˜(2))=F1(g˜(−1)) z x ie(g˜(0) · xi)
=F1(g˜(−2)) z x ih(g˜(−1) é xi(1)) e(g˜(0)xi(2))
=F1(p(1)) z x ih(p(2) é xi(1))Oj | xi(2)P
=F1(p(1)) z h(p(2) é xi) x ij
and
h˜−1(p z j é q z k)=e é 2z˜−1(g˜ é h˜)
=h−1(g˜(−1) é j(h˜(−1))(1)) e(g˜(0)pŒ(F(j(h˜(−1))(2)))) e(h˜(0))
=h−1(p é j(q)(1))Oj | pŒ(F(j(q)(2)))P e(k).
Note in particular that F(1 z j)=1 z j and h˜−1(p z j é 1 z k)=
e(p) e(jk), which shows that (F˜, h˜) is really a morphism in Er(K*).
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4. SKELETA AND A CATEGORY EQUIVALENCE
The construction F of the preceding section yields as its output an object
of almost the same type as the input. The question which immediately
comes to mind is whether the construction is involutive. Stated more
reasonably, given a finite Hopf algebra K, are the following compositions
(which, of course, coincide) isomorphic to identity functors?
Ea(K)ŁF Er(K*)||ŁFbop Ea(K)
Ea(K)ŁG Ea(K*bop)ŁG Ea(K)
To me, the answer is at the moment out of reach.
This section introduces a tool to deal with F more explicitly and gives a
partial answer to the above question. The tool is a variation on a well-
known technique: One can study ‘‘constituents’’ of the structure maps of an
object H ¥ Ea(K), maps that involve only a few copies of the components
K and Q that compose H. For example, the comultiplication of H, a map
K é QQK é Q éK é Q, is studied in terms of maps KQK éK,
QQ Q é Q, QQ Q éK, and QQK éK (two comultiplications, a coac-
tion and a dual two-cocycle). We call a certain collection of maps of this
type the skeleton of H ¥ Ea(K) and show that F acts on the level of skeleta
by dualizing every occurrence of K in a suitable way. In particular, the
skeleton of G(G(H)) is the same as the skeleton of H. We prove the same
for the skeleta of morphisms.
This falls short of a positive answer to the above question because the
skeleton does not seem to contain the complete information needed to
reconstruct all of an object (or all of a morphism), mainly due to lack of
associativity in the general situation. However, we show that the skeleta of
some special types of objects and morphisms of Ea(K) do contain all the
necessary information, and obtain a category equivalence induced by F
between two subcategories.
4.1. Skeleta of Objects and a Bijection
Definition 4.1.1. Let K be a Hopf algebra and H=(H, N, f, i, p) ¥
Ea(K). Put Q :=H/K+H and define j as in Section 2.5.
The skeletonS(H)=(D, r, a, NQ ,E,G, s, fQQ , fQK , fKK) ofH consists
of the maps
D=(n é n) DH j, the comultiplication of Q
r : Q ¦ qW q[0] é q[1] :=(n é p) Dj(q) ¥ Q éK
a : Q ¦ qW a (1)(q) é a (2)(q) :=(p é p) Dj(q) ¥K éK
NQ : Q é Q ¦ p é qW p P q :=n(j(p) j(q)) ¥ Q
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E : Q éK ¦ q é xW qE x :=p(j(q) x) ¥K
G : Q éK ¦ q é xW qG x :=n(j(q) x) ¥ Q
s : Q é Q ¦ p é qW s(p é q) :=p(j(p) j(q)) ¥K
fQQ=f(j é j é j) : Q é Q é QQ k
fQK=f(j é j é i) : Q é Q éKQ k
fKK=f(j é i é i) : Q éK éKQ k.
The skeleton S(H˜) of H˜ ¥ Er(K) is defined similarly.
Note that the first three components of the skeleton have already
appeared: the comultiplication of the quotient Q, the weak coaction r, and
the dual two-cocycle a in the cleft module coalgebra H 5K za Q.
As we have already done with the map f, we will consider, for example,
fQQ as a map from H é Q é Q instead of from Q é Q é Q, to k whenever
it is notationally convenient.
We will in the rest of the paper extend the notational strategy set forth in
3.4.7 to skeleta. Thus, whenever considering some object HŒ ¥ Ea(K), we
will freely refer to f −KK or EŒ: QŒ éKQK with the obvious meanings.
Proposition 4.1.2. Let K be a finite Hopf algebra and H ¥ Ea(K); put
H˜=F(H). Let
S(H)=(D, r, a, NQ ,E,G, s, fQQ , fQK , fKK)
S(H˜)=(D˜, r˜, a˜, NQ ,E’ ,G’ , s˜, f˜QQ , f˜K*Q , fK*K*)
be the skeleta of H and H˜. Then D˜=D, N˜Q=NQ, f˜QQ=fQQ,
Oq[− 1˜] | xP q[0˜]=qG x,
Oa˜ (1)(q) | xPOa˜ (2)(q) | yP=fKK(q é x é y),
OjG’ q | xP=Oj | qE xP,
jE’ q=q[0]Oj | q[1]P,
Os˜(p é q) | xP=fQK(p é q é x),
f˜K*Q(j é p é q)=Oj | s(p é q)P,
and
f˜K*K*(j é k é q)Oj | a (1)(q)POk | a (2)(q)P,
where r˜(q)=: q[− 1˜] é q[0˜] ¥K* é Q and a˜(q)=: a˜ (1)(q) é a˜ (2)(q) ¥K* éK*.
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Proof. By construction of H˜, it is clear that D˜=D: We have
H˜/H˜K*+=Q as coalgebras. As to the equalities concerning a˜, r˜, and G’ ,
we first have to acknowledge a clash of notations: These three maps were
introduced in Lemma 3.4.2 and Theorem 3.4.5, well before the definition of
the skeleton, and satisfied by definition the equalities that we now claim are
true. However, by inspecting the formulas for comultiplication and
multiplication in H˜, we find that these three previously defined maps are
also the components of the skeleton of H˜ that we have denoted above by
the same symbols: For example,
p˜(N˜(1 z j é q z 1))
=p˜(j(q(1))(1) z x i(j(2) G’ q(2)) f(1 é j(q(1))(2) é xi)Oj(1) | p(j(q(1))(3))P)
=x i(j(2) G’ q(2)) e(xi)Oj(1) | p(j(q(1)))P=jG’ q
holds for j ¥K* and q ¥ Q by Theorem 3.4.5. The remaining equations are
proved by specializing the formulas in Theorem 3.4.5 in a similar way. L
Corollary 4.1.3. Let K be a finite Hopf algebra and H ¥ Ea(K). Then
S(Fbop(F(H)))=S(H), that is, S(G2(H))=S(H).
Now if the skeleton of an object H ¥ Ea(K) contained enough informa-
tion to reconstruct the whole of H from it, the above result would mean
that G was involutive, at least on the level of objects. However, we cannot
prove this in complete generality.
Of course, the coalgebra structure of H is contained in the skeleton: H is
isomorphic to a crossed coproduct coalgebra. A certain part of the mul-
tiplication can also always be reconstructed from the skeleton by the
following calculation for x ¥K and p ¥ Q:
j(p) x=p(j(p)(1) x(1)) x n(j(p)(2) x(2))
=p(a (1)(p(1)) j(p(2)[0]) x(1)) x n(a (2)(p(1)) p(2)[1] j(p(3)) x(2))(4.1)
=p(j(p(1)) x(1)) x n(j(p(2)) x(2))=p(1) E x(1) x p(2) G x(2).
In trying to reconstruct the whole of the multiplication, we will run into
problems caused by the lack of associativity. We can deal with these
problems in two special cases.
Proposition 4.1.4. Let H ¥ Ea(K). If a is trivial, then H is determined
by its skeleton.
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Proof. The assumption a=e means that Dj(q)=j(q(1)[0]) é q(1)[1] j(q(2))
holds for all q ¥ Q and that r is a comodule structure. We identify
H=K xa Q. The claim means that f as well as the multiplication on H can
be expressed in terms of the skeleton of H. Then, for x, y ¥K and p, q ¥ Q,
we find
(x x p)(y x q)=(xj(p))(yj(q))
=xf−1(j(p)(1) é y(1) é j(q)(1))(j(p)(2) y(2)) j(q)(2)
×f(j(p)(3) é y(3) é j(q)(3))
=x(j(p)(1) y(1)) j(q)(1) f(j(p)(2) é y(2) é j(q)(2))
=x(j(p(1)[0]) y(1)) j(q(1)[0])
×f(p(1)[1] j(p(2)) é y(2) é q(1)[1] j(q(2)))
=x(j(p(1)) y(1)) j(q[0]) f(j(p(2)) é y(2) é q[1])
=x(p(1) E y(1)) j(p(2) G y(2)) j(q[0]) fKK(p(3) é y(3) é q[1]),
where we have used Lemma 3.3.1 (1) for f−1 in the third and (4.1) in the
last equality. In particular, the map n N: H éHQ Q can be expressed in
terms of the skeleton by
n N(x x p é y x q)=e(x)(p(1) G y(1)) P q[0]fKK(p(2) é y(2) é q[1]),
and to express multiplication in terms of the skeleton it remains to find an
expression for j(p) j(q). Now
j(p) j(q)=p(j(p)(1) j(q)(1)) x n(j(p)(2) j(q)(2))
=p(j(p(1)[0]) j(q(1)[0])) x n(p(1)[1] j(p(2)))(q(1)[1] j(q(2))))
=p(j(p(1)) j(q(1)[0])) x n(j(p(2))(q(1)[1] j(q(2))))
=s(p(1) é q(1)[0]) x (p(2) G q(1)[1]) P q(2)[0]fKK(p(3) é q(1)[2] é q(2)[1]).
It remains to express f: H éH éHQ k in terms of the skeleton. For
g, h ¥H we use Lemma 3.3.1(1) and f|K éH éH=e to find
f(g é xj(p) é h)
=f(g(1) é x(1) é j(p)(1)) f(g(2) é x(2) j(p)(2) é h(1)) f(x(3) é j(p)(3) é h(2))
=f(g(1)x(1) é j(p)(1) é h(1)) f(g(2) é x(2) é j(p)(2)h(2))
=f(g(1)x(1) é j(p(1)[0]) é h(1)) fKK(g(2) é x(2) é p(p(1)[1] j(p(2)) h(2)))
=f(g(1)x(1) é j(p(1)[0]) é h(1)) fKK(g(2) é x(2) é p(1)[1]p(j(p(2)) h(2)))
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In particular, the maps fHK=f(id é id é i): H éH éKQ k and fHQ=
f(id é id é j): H éH é QQ k can be expressed in terms of the skeleton,
f(g é xj(p) é y)
=fQK(g(1)x(1) é p(1)[0] é y(1)) fKK(g(2) é x(2) é p(1)[1](p(2) E y(2)))
and
f(g é xj(p) é j(q))
fQQ(g(1)x(1) é p(1)[0] é q(1)[0]) fKK(g(2) é x(2) é p(1)[1]p(j(p(2)) q(1)[1] j(q(2)))),
and finally we compute, using Lemma 3.3.1(1) once more,
f(g é h é yj(q))
=f(g(1)h(1) é y(1) é j(q)(1)) f(g(2) é h(2) é y(2) j(q)(2))
=f(g(1) é h(1) é y(1)) f(g(2) é h(2) y(2) é j(q)(1)) f(h(3) é y(3) é j(q)(2))
=fHK(g(1) é h(1) é y(1)) fHQ(g(2) é h(2) y(2) é q[0])
×fKK(h(3) é y(3) é q[1]),
expressing all of f in terms of its restrictions in the skeleton. L
Proposition 4.1.5. Let H ¥ Ea(K). If fKK=e, then H is determined by
its skeleton.
Proof. As a result of the hypothesis and Lemma 3.3.1, we have
f(id é i é id)=e and hence the associativity (gx) h=g(xh) in H whenever
x ¥K and g, h ¥H. In particular, we find
j(p) j(q)=p(j(p)(1) j(q)(1)) x n(j(p)(2) j(q)(2))
=p((a (1)(p(1)) x p(2)[0])(a (1)(q(1)) x q(2)[0]))
x n((a (2)(p(1)) p(2)[1] x p(3))(a (2)(q(1)) q(2)[1] x q(3)))
=p((1 x p(1))(a (1)(q(1)) x q(2)[0]))
x n((1 x p(2))(a (2)(q(1)) q(2)[1] x q(3)))
=(p(1) E a (1)(q(1))(1)) p((1 x p(2) G a (1)(q(1))(2))(1 x q(2)[0]))
x n((1 x p(3) G a (2)(q(1)) q(2)[1])(1 x q(3)))
=(p(1) E a (1)(q(1))(1)) s(p(2) G a (1)(q(1))(2) é q(2)[0])
x (p(3) G a (2)(q(1)) q(2)[1]) P q(3) ,
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using (4.1) for the fourth equality, and
(x x p)(y x q)=(xj(p))(yj(q))=x(j(p) y) j(q)
=x(p(1) E y(1)) j(p(2) G y(2)) j(q)
shows that we can express multiplication in H in terms of the skeleton. To
express the associator f, we use Lemma 3.3.1(1) several times again. First,
we compute
f(g é xj(q) é h)
=f(g(1) é x(1) é j(q)(1)) f(g(2) é x(2) j(q)(2) é h(1)) f(x(3) é j(q)(3) é h(2))
=f(g(1)x(1) é j(q)(1) é h(1)) f(g(2) é x(2) é j(q)(2)h(2))=f(gx é j(q) é h)
for g, h ¥H, x ¥K, and q ¥ Q, from which we read that fHK=
f(id é id é i) and fHQ=f(id é id é j) can be expressed in terms of fQK
and fQQ, respectively. Now
f(g é h é yj(q))
=f(g(1)h(1) é x(1) é j(q)(1)) f(g(2) é h(2) é x(2) j(q)(2))
=f(g(1) é h(1) é x(1)) f(g(2) é h(2)x(2) é j(q)(1)) f(h(3) é x(3) é j(q)(2))
=fHK(g(1) é h(1) é x(1)) fHQ(g(2) é h(2)x(2) é q).
for g, h ¥ h, x ¥K, and q ¥ Q. L
Corollary 4.1.6. Let K be a finite Hopf algebra. Then the object map
of the functor F restricts to a bijection between (strong isomorphism classes
of) objectsH ¥ Ea(K) with trivial a and objects H˜ ¥ Er(K*) with trivial f˜K*K*.
4.2. Skeleta of Morphisms and a Category Equivalence
Definition 4.2.1. Let K be a Hopf algebra and
(F, h): (H, f, i, p)Q (HŒ, fŒ, iŒ, pŒ)
be a morphism in Ea(K). the skeleton G(F, h) :=(F0 , F1 , hK , hQ) of (F, h)
consists of the maps
F0= pŒFj: QQK
F1 :=nŒFj: Q ¦ h¯W F(h) ¥ QŒ
hK= h(j é i)
hQ= h(j é j).
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The skeleton of a morphism (F, h) in Er(K*) is S(F, h) :=(F0 , F1 ,
h−1K* , h
−1
Q ), where
F0=pŒFj: QQK*
F1=nŒFj: QQ QŒ
h−1K*=h
−1(i é j)
h−1Q =h
−1(j é j).
Proposition 4.2.2. Let K be a finite Hopf algebra, and (F, h): HQHŒ
be a morphism in Ea(K). The skeleton of F(F, h)=(F˜, h˜) is determined by
OF˜0(q) | xP=hK(q é x)
F˜1=F1
h˜−1K*(j é q)=Oj | F0(q)P
h˜−1Q (p é q)=h−1(j(p) é j(q)).
The proof consists in specializing the results of Section 3.5.
Corollary 4.2.3. Let K be a finite Hopf algebra and (F, h) be a
morphism in Ea(K). Then
S(Fbop(F(F, h)))=S(F, h), that is, S(G2(F, h))=S(F, h)
Again, if we knew that the skeleton of a morphism contained ‘‘enough’’
information (and if G were involutive on objects), we could conclude that
G is involutive on morphisms, in particular, a category equivalence.
Remark 4.2.4. In a morphism (F, h): HQHŒ in Ea(K), the map F can
be expressed in terms of the skeleton by
F(xj(q))=xF(j(q))=xpŒ(F(j(q))(1)) jŒ(F(j(q))(2))
=xpŒ(F(j(q)(1))) jŒ(F(j(q)(2)))
=xpŒ(F(j(q)(1))) jŒ(F1(j(q)(2)))=xF0(q(1)) jŒ(F1(q(2))),
for x ¥K and q ¥ Q.
Proposition 4.2.5. Let K be a Hopf algebra and (F, h): HQHŒ be a
morphism in Ea(K). Assume H, HŒ ¥ Ea(K) satisfy fKK=e and f −KK=e.
Then (F, h) is determined by its skeleton.
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Proof. It remains to express h in terms of the skeleton. By Lemma 3.3.1
f −KK=e implies fŒ(id é i é id)=e. Further, h(xg é h)=e(x) h(g é h) for
g, h ¥H and x ¥K, which was proved at the beginning of Section 3.5,
implies that h(gx é j(q))=hQ(g¯G x é q), hence
h(p é xj(q))
=fŒ(F(j(p)(1)) é x(1) é F(j(q)(1))) h(x(2) é j(q)(2)) h(j(p)(2) é x(3) j(q)(3))
=h(j(p)(1) é x(1)) h(j(p)(2) x(2) é j(q)(1)) f(j(p)(3) é x(3) é j(q)(2))
=h(j(p)(1) é x(1)) h(j(p)(2) x(2) é j(q))
=hK(p(1) é x(1)) hQ(p(2) G x(2) é q),
for p, q ¥ Q and x ¥K. L
Proposition 4.2.6. Let K be a Hopf algebra and (F, h): HQHŒ be a
morphism in Ea(K). If a=e and F0=ge, then (F, h) is determined by its
skeleton.
Proof. Again, it remains to express h in terms of the skeleton. Using
that fŒ(F(g) é x é F(j(q)(1))) j(q)(2)=fŒ(F(g) é x é pŒF(j(q(1)[0])) q(1)[1]
j(q(2))=e(g) e(x) j(q) for g ¥H, x ¥K, and q ¥ Q, we find
h(p é xj(q))
=fŒ(F(j(p)(1)) é x(1) é F(j(q)(1))) h(x(2) é j(q)(2)) h(j(p)(2) é x(3) j(q)(3))
=h(j(p)(1) é x(1)) h(j(p)(2) x(2) é j(q)(1)) f(j(p)(3) é x(3) é j(q)(2))
=hK(p(1) é x(1)) hQ(p(2) G x(2) é q[0]) fKQ(p(3) é x(3) é q[1])
for p, q ¥ Q and x ¥K. L
Corollary 4.2.7. Let K be a finite Hopf algebra. The functor F induces
a category equivalence between
• the subcategory of Ea(K) whose objects are those H ¥ Ea(K) with
trivial a and whose morphisms are those (F, h) with trivial F0, and
• the subcategory of Er(K*) whose objects are those H˜ ¥ Er(K*) with
f˜K*K*=e rand whose morphisms are those (F˜, h˜) with h˜
−1
K*=e.
Proposition 4.2.8. Let K be a Hopf algebra and (F, h): HQHŒ be a
morphism in Ea(K). If j: QQH is a coalgebra map, then (F, h) is deter-
mined by its skeleton.
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Proof. We have
h(p é xj(q))=h(x(1) é j(q)(1)) h(p é x(2) j(q)(2))
=(fŒ)−1 (F(j(p)(1)) é x(2) é F(j(q)(2))) h(j(p)(2) é x(3))
×h(j(p)(3) x(4) é j(q)(3)) f(j(p)(4) é x(5) é j(q)(4))
=(f −KK)
−1 (Fj(p(1)) é x(1) é F0(q(2))) h(p(2) é x(2))
×h(p(3) G x(3) é q(3)),
for x ¥K and p, q ¥ Q. L
5. INSPECTION OF SOME SPECIAL CASES
5.1. Hopf Algebra Inclusions. An important special class of objects in
Ea(K) is that where K …H is a bialgebra inclusion, with the trivial
coassociator on H. With the ordinary bialgebra maps as morphisms, these
form the category Ebialga (K) below, which is equivalent via F to a suitable
subcategory Ewprodr (K*) … Er(K*).
Definition 5.1.1. Let K be a Hopf algebra. The subcategory
Ebialga (K) … Ea(K) has as its objects those H ¥ Ea(K) with f=e and as its
morphisms those (F, h) with h=e.
The subcategory Ewproda (K) … Ea(K) has as its objects those H ¥ Ea(K) in
which a=(p é p) Dj and s=p N(j é j) are trivial and f(idH é j é j)=e.
Morphisms in Ewproda (K) are those (F, h): HQHŒ in Ea(K) in which
F0=pŒFj is trivial and h(idH é j)=e.
The categories Ebialgr (K) and E
wprod
r (K*) are defined similarly.
One can view an object of Ewproda (K) as some kind of generalized product
of K with the nonassociative bialgebra Q, yielding a coquasibialgebra.
Indeed, let H ¥ Ea(K). Then the image of j: QQH is a right H-subcomo-
dule of H if and only if a is trivial. If a is trivial then s is trivial if and only
if the image of j: QQH is multiplicatively closed. In this situation H is, via
multiplication, a tensor product of a subbialgebra K and a nonassociative
subalgebra Q such that the restriction of the coassociator to H é Q é Q is
trivial.
Corollary 5.1.2. Let K be a finite Hopf algebra. The functor
F: Ea(K)Q Er(K*) restricts to a category equivalence Ebialga (K)Q Ewprodr (K*),
whose inverse is the restriction of Fbop. More precisely, F(Fbop(H)) is
strongly isomorphic to H whenever H ¥ Ewprodr (K*).
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In [29] we have analyzed what axioms a collection of maps has to satisfy
to be the skeleton of some object of Ea(K) which is a bialgebra and has
trivial a. One axiom in the list in [29] remained particularly mysterious: Q
is a nonassociative algebra (and a coalgebra), with the nonassociativity
‘‘controlled’’ by a formula containing the other parts of the skeleton,
(p P q) P r=(pG s(q(1) é r(1)[0])) P ((q(2) G r(1)[1]) P r(2)).
Of course, nonassociative bialgebras are in general far from mysterious or
exotic. Coquasibialgebras are a class of nonassociative bialgebras whose
nonassociativity is controlled in a specified way; they are well understood
both technically and conceptually. Unfortunately, no coquasibialgebras
were around in [29] to account for the nonassociativity encountered there.
Using the connection between bialgebra inclusions and coquasibialgebras
furnished by F we can do better now.
Lemma 5.1.3. Let H ¥ Ea(K) be a bialgebra. Then the associativity
axiom for the coquasibialgebra F(H) specializes to the ‘‘associativity’’ axiom
for multiplication in Q,
(p P q) P r=(pG (q(1) E a (1)(r(1))(1)) s(q(2) G (r(1))(2) é r(2)[0]))
P ((q(3) G a (2)(r(1)) r(2)[1]) P r(3)),
for p, q, r ¥ Q.
Proof. Let us first examine associativity in Q for an object H ¥ Ea(K)
with trivial a and fQQ=e. It follows immediately that f(g é j(q)(1) é
j(r)(1)) j(q)(2) é j(r)(2)=e(g) j(q) é j(r) for q, r ¥ Q. Then
j(p)(j(q) j(r))
=f(j(p)(1) é j(q)(1) é j(r)(1)) j(p)(2)(j(q)(2) j(r)(2))
=(j(p)(1) j(q)(1)) j(r)(1) f(j(p)(2) é j(q)(2) é j(r)(2))
=(j(p(1)) j(q(1)[0])) j(r(1)[0]) f(j(p(2)) é q(1)[1]j(q(2)) é r(2)[1] j(r(2)))
=(j(p(1)) j(q(1[0])) j(r[0]) f(j(p(2)) é q(1)[1] j(q(2)) é r[1])
=(j(p(1)) j(q(1[0])) j(r[0]) fQK(p(2) G q(1][1] é q(2)[0] é r[1])
×fKK(p(2) é q(1)[2] é q(2)[1](q(3) E r[2])).
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Now we apply the opposite of this formula to H˜=F(H), where H is as in
the statement of the lemma. Thus
(p P q) P r=f˜K*K*((p[− 2˜] G’ q(1)) q(2)[− 1˜] é q(3)[− 2˜] é r(2))
× f˜K*Q(p[− 1˜] é q(2)[0˜] é q(3)[− 1˜] E’ r(2)) p[0˜] P (q(3)[0˜] P r(3))
=O(p[− 2˜] G’ q(1)) q(2)[− 1˜] | a (1)(r(1))POq(3)[− 2˜] | a (2)((1))P
×Op[− 1˜] | s(q(2)[0˜] é q(3)[− 1˜] E’ r(2))P p[0˜] P (q(3)[0˜] P r(3))
=Op[− 2˜] | q(1) E a (1)(r(1))(1)POq(2)[− 1˜] | a (1)(r(1))(2)P
×Oq(3)[− 2˜] | a (2)(r(1))POp[− 1˜] | s(q(2)[0˜] é r(2)[0])POq(3)[− 1˜] | r(2)[1]P
×p[0˜] P (q(3)[0˜] P r(3))
=pG (q(1) E a (1)(r(1))(1)) s(q(2) G a (1)(r(1))(2) é r(2)[0]))
P ((q(3) G a (2)(r(1)) r(2)[1]) P r(3))
holds for p, q, r ¥ Q. L
Recall the construction of F(H) for H ¥ Ea(K). In a first step, a coalge-
bra Q za˜ K* and a category equivalence HKMK Q Q za˜ K*M are constructed
which do not depend on the choice of a cleaving map p: HQK. The
coquasibialgebra structure on Q za˜ K* is then reconstructed from a
monoidal category structure on Q za˜ K*M, which does depend on the choice
of p. However, by construction of the monoidal category structures on
Q za˜ K*M associated to different cleaving maps, the identity functor is a
monoidal equivalence between them; thus the resulting coquasibialgebra
varies only by a cotwist when we vary p. This proves
Corollary 5.1.4. Let K be a finite Hopf algebra. The functor F induces
a well-defined map from the set of bialgebras H containing K as a sub-
bialgebra such that H is a cleft K-module coalgebra, to the set of cotwist
classes of coquasibialgebras containing K* as a subbialgebra.
5.2. Trivalent Products. Let K be a Hopf algebra and Q an algebra and
coalgebra. A trivalent product of K and Q is a bialgebra H that is the
middle term of a mapping system
K ı`p
i
H ı`n
j
Q
with pi=idK , nj=idQ , ni=ge, pj=ge, ip f jn=idH ,
subject to the following conditions: i is a bialgebra map, n is a coalgebra
map, p is a left K-module coalgebra map, and j is a Q-colinear algebra
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map. Trivalent products can be constructed as follows: As a coalgebra,
H=K x Q is the semidirect coproduct coalgebra with respect to a coaction
r: Q ¦ qW q[0] é q[1] ¥ Q éK; that is, comultiplication is given by
D(x é q)=(x(1) é q(1)[0]) é (x(2)q(1)[1] é q(2)).
Multiplication in H is defined by the same formula as in a double
crossproduct,
(x é q)(y é q)=x(p(1) E y(1)) é (p(2) G y(2)) q,
using the two maps E: Q éKQK and G: Q éKQ Q. Of course, there
are certain axioms that E, G, and r have to satisfy so that the result of
this construction is a bialgebra. Trivalent products (so called since there are
three operations between the two factors involved) appeared in [2]. They
also appear in [29] as a special case of Hopf algebras with a module
coalgebra projection onto a Hopf subalgebra and in [5]. They are designed
to be simultaneous generalizations of Radford biproducts [24], double
crossproducts, and bismash products [11, 12, 15]. Radford biproducts are
recovered as the special case that E is trivial, that is, that p is a bialgebra
map. Double crossproducts are the special case where r is trivial; that is,
where j is an algebra map. Bismash products are the special case where
G is trivial, that is, where n is a bialgebra map. We adopt Masuoka’s
terminology and call a quadruple (K, Q,E, r) (or just the maps E, r)
satisfying the axioms necessary to form a bismash product a Singer pair of
Hopf algebras (this is called a matched pair in [12]); we call a quadruple
(K, Q,E,G) satisfying the axioms necessary to build a double crosspro-
duct a matched pair.
Now the above says that the functor F from Section 3 maps left (as
defined above) trivalent products of K with Q to right defined (as defined
above with switched sides) trivalent products of K* with Q, in particular,
Radford biproducts to Radford biproducts, bismash products to double
crossproducts, and double cross products to bismash products.
Moreover, trivalent products are precisely those H ¥ Ea(K) such that
both H and F(H) have trivial coassociators (so that they are in particular
usual bialgebras).
Note that a correspondence between left trivalent products over K and
right trivalent products over K* is easily deduced from the list of axioms
that r, E, G have to satisfy to build a trivalent product. The novelty here
is that we have a direct connection between the Hopf algebras built from
those data; in fact, note that we never needed to know the whole list of
axioms to transform one kind of product into the other. Without repeating
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the exact technical details, we close the section by listing the characteriza-
tion of the correspondence in terms of monoidal category equivalences for
the double crossproducts, bismash products, and biproducts, namely,
(K#QK MK , éK ) 5 (Q y K*M, é) (K*MQ y K*K* , éK) 5 (MK#Q, é)
(K y QK MK , éK) 5 (Q#K*M, é) (K*MQ#K*K* éK*) 5 (MK y Q, é)
(K a QK MK , éK) 5 (Q a K*M, é) (K*MQ a K*K* , éK*) 5 (MK a Q, é ).
6. HOPF ALGEBRA EXTENSIONS AND THE KAC SEQUENCE
In this section, we will apply the functor F from Section 3 to cleft Hopf
algebra extensions KQHQ Q. In a first step, this means that we just spe-
cialize the previous more general results to the case of those H ¥ Ea(K)
where H is a bialgebra and K is a normal subbialgebra, hence Q is a
quotient bialgebra. We find that these H ¥ Ea(K) correspond via F to
certain product coquasibialgebras of K and Q. Specializing Corollary 5.1.4
we find that changing the cleaving map that we need to consider a Hopf
algebra extension as an object of Ea(K) only results in a cotwist of the
resulting product coquasibialgebra, so that we have a well-defined map from
isomorphism classes of extensions to cotwisting classes of coquasibialgebras.
After this is done in Section 6.1, we start a closer analysis of the
situation, with the aim of arriving at a generalized version of Kac’s exact
sequence connecting group cohomology with the description of extensions
of group algebras by dual group algebras. We collect some machinery of a
homological nature (though, of course, not strictly connected to any
homology theory in the noncommutative noncocommutative situation) in
Section 6.2, and we proceed to construct the maps and prove the exactness
of our generalized version of Kac’s sequence in Section 6.3 (the higher
degree part) and Section 6.5 (the lower degree part).
6.1. Just a Special Case. As a special case of the general construction in
Section 3, we obtain a category equivalence between certain subcategories
of Ea(K), resp. Er(K*), whose objects are Hopf algebra extensions and
coquasibialgebra products, respectively.
Definition 6.1.1. The category Eexta (K) has as its objects those
H ¥ Ea(K) in which f and G: Q éKQ Q are trivial. Morphisms in
Eexta (K) are those morphisms in Ea(K) that are bialgebra homomorphisms
rather than coquasimorphisms.
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The category Egpca (K) has as its objects those (H, f, i, p) ¥ Ea(K) for
which a, s, r: QQ Q éK, and fQQ are trivial. A morphism in Egpca (K) is a
morphism (F, h): HQHŒ such that h(j é j)=e and pŒFj=e.
One can define analogous subcategories Eextr (K) and E
gpc
r (K) of Er(K).
Corollary 6.1.2. The functor F: Ea(K)Q Er(K*) induces a category
equivalence Eexta (K) 5 Egpcr (K*), whose inverse is induced by Fbop. More
precisely, F(Fbop(H)) 5H for all H ¥ Egpcr (K*).
Proof. Both objects and morphisms of Eexta (K) and E
gpc
r (K*) are
determined by their skeleta. Moreover, by Proposition 4.1.2 F(H) is in
Egpcr (K*) whenever H is in E
ext
a (K), and vice versa. Similarly, by Proposi-
tion 4.2.2, Proposition 4.2.5, and Proposition 4.2.8 F induces a bijection
between morphisms in Eexta (K) and E
gpc
r (K*). L
Remark 6.1.3. If H ¥ Eexta (K), then n: HQ Q is multiplicative, hence Q
is a bialgebra. Thus, K`i H`n Q is a bialgebra extension in the sense of
the following definition, which varies those in [11, 31].
Definition 6.1.4. Let K be a Hopf algebra and Q a bialgebra. An
extensionK`i H`n Q ofQ byK is a triple (H, i, n) whereH is a bialgebra,
i: KQH is an injective bialgebra map, and n: HQ Q is a surjective
bialgebra map such that H is a cleft left K-module coalgebra and n induces
an isomorphismH/K+HQ Q.
If Q is a Hopf algebra, then it follows by [29, Theorem A.2,
Remark A.3] that H is a Hopf algebra and H is a cleft right Q-comodule
algebra. In this case we have an extension in the sense of [11], whereas
[31] does not assume cleftness.
Two extensions K`i H`n Q and K`iŒ HŒ`nŒ Q are isomorphic if
there exists a bialgebra isomorphism F: HQHŒ with Fi=iŒ and nF=nŒ.
We denote the set of isomorphism classes of extensions of Q by K by
Ext(Q, K).
As in [11], every extension H of Q by K is isomorphic to a bicrosspro-
duct with a cocycle and a dual cocycle: For every choice of cleaving map p
for the extension (H, i, n) there is an isomorphism F: HQKa #s Q of
extensions, where Ka #s Q=K xa Q is a crossed coproduct coalgebra with
multiplication
(x#p)(y#q)=x(p(1) E y) s(p(2) é q(2))#p(3)q(2) ,
for x, y ¥K and p, q ¥ Q, and becomes an extension. (Ka #s Q, i# , n#) by
v#(x#q)=qe(x) and i# (x)=x#1. The cleaving map p is recovered by
p(h)=p#F(h) where p# (x#q)=xe(q). Note that every extension of Q by
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K can in this way be considered an object of Eexta (K); morphisms of exten-
sions are precisely those morphisms F: HQHŒ in Eexta (K) in which Q=QŒ
and F1=idQ.
Remark 6.1.5. If H ¥ Egpca (K), then j: QQH is a coalgebra map, and
N(i é j): K é QQH is a coalgebra isomorphism.Moreover, f(idH éH é j)=
e implies that Q is a bialgebra, and since s is trivial, j is a (coquasi)bialgebra
map. This shows that an object of Egpca (K) can be considered as a product
coquasibialgebra of K and Q in the sense of the following definition.
Definition 6.1.6. Let K, Q be coquasibialgebras. A (generalized)
product coquasibialgebra of K and Q is a triple (H, i, j) in which H is a
coquasibialgebra and i: KQH and j: QQH are coquasibialgebra maps
such that N(i é j): K é QQH is bijective. A generalized product bialgebra
is a generalized product coquasibialgebra that is a bialgebra with trivial
coassociator. It is well-known that a generalized product bialgebra is the
same thing as a double crossproduct.
Two generalized product coquasibialgebras (H, i, j) and (HŒ, iŒ, jŒ) are
isomorphic if there is a coquasibialgebra isomorphism F: HQHŒ such that
Fi=iŒ and Fj=jŒ.
If K and Q are bialgebras, then we denote by D(K, Q) the set of iso-
morphism classes of generalized product bialgebras of K and Q.
By its very definition, any product coquasibialgebra of K and Q is
isomorphic to one that equals K é Q as a coalgebra, with i(x)=xé 1 and
j(q)=1é q. If, moreover, f(i é idH éH) and f(idH éH é j) are trivial and K
is a Hopf algebra, then we can consider H as an object of Egpca (K) by
choosing p(x é q)=xe(q). Then the multiplication in K é Q is given by
(x é p)(y é q)=x(p(1) E y(1)) é (p(2) G y(2)) q.
The restriction of F to a functor Eexta (K)Q Egpcr (K*) can be written out
quite explicitly, using either the description of F in Theorem 3.4.5 directly
or the description on skeleta. If H ¥ Eexta (K) is given as a bicrossproduct
H=Ka #s Q, then F(H)=QéK* as a coalgebra, with multiplication
(p é j)(q é k)=p(j(1) G’ q(1)) é (j(2) E’ q(2)) k
with OjG’ q | xP=Oj | qE xP and jE’ q=q[0]Oj | q[1]P, where E and
qW q[0] é q[1] are the weak action and weak coaction in the bicrosspro-
duct. The coassociator on F(H) is given in terms of the cocycle s and dual
cocycle a by
f˜(p é j é q é k é r é J)
=e(p)Oj | (qE a (1)(r(1))) s(q(2) é r(2)[0])POk | a (2)(r(1)) r(2)[1]P e(J).
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Let H and HŒ be two extensions of Q by K, and put H˜=F(H),
H˜Œ=F(HŒ). Then H and HŒ are isomorphic as extensions if and only if the
associated product coquasibialgebras satisfy H˜Œ=H˜h for some cotwist h
satisfying h([˜ é idH˜)=e and h(idH˜ é i˜)=e. In fact, considering H and HŒ
as objects in Eexta (K) (after choosing cleaving maps!), isomorphisms of
extensions between them are precisely the isomorphisms F : HQHŒ in
Eexta (K) satisfying F1=idQ. By the description of the morphism map of F
in Section 3.5 (or, more easily, by the description of the morphism map in
terms of skeleta in Proposition 4.2.2) such isomorphisms correspond bijec-
tively to cotwists of the form described above. Note that by the same rea-
soning as in Section 3.5 we have h(h˜ é [˜(q) i˜(j))=e(j) h(h˜ é [˜(q)) and
h([˜(q) i˜(j) é h˜)=e(q) h(i˜(j) é h˜) for h˜ ¥ H˜, q ¥ Q, and j ¥K*.
6.2. ‘‘Homological’’ Technicalities. We have seen that the functor F
maps extensions to generalized products, when we consider the latter up to
cotwist. In the cocommutative case, coquasibialgebra structures are
Sweedler three-cocycles, and changing them by a cotwist is the same as
changing them by a Sweedler coboundary. In short, we really started to
consider noncommutative cohomology classes of some sort. This section
collects some technical results of a cohomological nature in the sense that
under sufficient cocommutativity assumptions they have a cohomological
meaning.
Let us start with a very simple observation.
Remark 6.2.1. Let Q and L be two k-coquasibialgebras and (H, j, i) be
a generalized product coquasibialgebra of Q and L. Let h: H éHQ k be
convolution invertible, and denote the restrictions of h to Q é Q and L é L
again by h. Then (Hh, j, i) is a generalized product coquasibialgebra of Qh
and Lh.
In fact, if we treat j and i as inclusions, then we have Nh(j é i)(p é y)=
h(p(1) é y(1)) p(2) y(2)h−1(p(3) é y(3)) for p ¥ Q and y ¥ L, so that Nh(j é i) is
a bijection.
If a generalized product coquasibialgebra is obtained by another one by
a cotwist, we would like to call them homologous. The following definition
hides a small technical problem: If Q é L is a generalized product coqua-
sibialgebra, with (p é 1)(1 é y)=p é y for p ¥ Q and y é L, and if h is a
cotwist on Q é L, then we need not have (p é 1) · (1 é y)=p é y with
respect to the twisted multiplication on Q é L. So although any generalized
product coquasibialgebra is canonically isomorphic to one of the form
Q é L with (p é 1)(1 é y)=p é y, it is sometimes better not to use this.
Definition 6.2.2. Let Q, L be two k-coquasibialgebras. Two general-
ized product coquasibialgebras (H, j, i) and (H Œ, jŒ, iŒ) of Q and L are
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homologous if there exists a coquasiisomorphism (F, h): HQH Œ such that
Fj=jŒ and Fi=iŒ (as k-module maps).
We denote by P(Q, L) the set of homology classes of generalized
product coquasibialgebras of Q and L.
A special case of coquasibialgebra structures is provided by Sweedler
three-cocycles on cocommutative Hopf algebras. The following proposition
provides the exact comparison between homology classes of generalized
products as defined above and the degree-three Sweedler cohomology
H3(B) of a bialgebra B with values in the base ring k.
Proposition 6.2.3. Let Q and L be cocommutative bialgebras. Then a
bijection
P(Q, L) 5 0
H ¥D(Q, L)
Ker(H3(H)|0res H3(Q) ÀH3(L))
is given by assigning f ¥H3(H) to ((H, f), j, i) ¥P(Q, L).
Proof. By cocommutativity, every generalized product coquasibialgebra
is actually an ordinary bialgebra H, equipped with a possibly nontrivial
coassociator f, which is just a three-cocycle on H whose restrictions to
both Q and L are trivial by definition of a generalized product coquasi-
bialgebra. Moreover, if two generalized product coquasibialgebras are
homologous, then their underlying generalized product bialgebras are
isomorphic. If two generalized product coquasibialgebras have the same
underlying generalized product bialgebra, then they are homologous if and
only if their coassociators are cohomologous three-cocycles. This shows
that the claimed map exists and is injective. Now let (H, j, i) ¥D(Q, L)
and f ¥H3(H) such that the restrictions f |Q é Q é Q and f |L é L é L are
cohomologous to e. We can assume that H=Q é L, j(p)=p é 1, and
i(x)=1 é x. Choose invertible hŒ ¥ (Q é Q)* and hœ ¥ (L é L)* with
(f |QéQéQ)hŒ=eand (f |Lé Lé L)hŒ=e.Defineh ¥ (HéH)*byh(pé xé qé y)
=hŒ(p é q) hœ(x é y). Then fh |Q é Q é Q=e and fh |L é L é L=e, that is,
((H, fh), j, i) ¥P(Q, L), showing the surjectivity of our map. L
The output of the functor F applied to an extension is not the most
general type of product coquasibialgebra allowed by Definition 6.1.6.
However, the next proposition shows that this is true up to homology.
Proposition 6.2.4. Let Q and L be k-bialgebras. Every homology class
in P(Q, L) contains a representative ((H, f), j, i) satisfying f(j é idH éH)
=e and f(idH éH é i)=e.
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Proof. Choose a representative ((H, f), j, i). We treat both j and i as
multiplicative inclusions of subbialgebras Q and L of H.
Define t ¥ (H é L)* and tŒ ¥ (Q éH)* by
t(px é y)=f−1(p é x é y)
tŒ(p é qy)=f(p é q é y)
for p, q ¥ Q and x, y ¥ L. Evidently t and tŒ are invertible. Define
h ¥ (H éH)* by
h(px é qy)=t(p(1)(x(1)q(1)) é y(1)) tŒ(p(2) é x(2)q(2))
×f−1(p(3) é x(3) é q(3)) f(p(4)x(4) é q(4) é y(2))
for p, q ¥ Q and x, y ¥ L. One checks that h |Qé2=e and h |Lé2=e.
We claim that fh |Q éH é L=e. Note first that
h(px é y)=f−1(p é x é y)
h(p é qy)=f(p é q é y)
holds for p, q ¥ Q and x, y ¥ L. Hence
fh(p(1) é q(1)x(1) é y(1)) h(q(2)x(2) é y(2)) h(p(2) é (q(3)x(3)) y(3))
=h(p(1) é q(1)x(1)) h(p(2)(q(2)x(2)) é y(1)) f(p(3) é q(3)x(3) é y(3))
=f(p(1) é q(1) é x(1)) h(p(2)(q(2)x(2)) é y(1)) f(p(3) é q(3)x(3) é y(2))
=h((p(1)q(1)) x(1) é q(1)) f(p(2) é q(2) é x(2)) f(p(3) é q(3)x(3) é y(2))
=f−1(p(1)q(1) é x(1) é y(1)) f(p(2) é q(2) é x(2)) f(p(3) é q(3)x(3) é y(2))
=f−1(p(1)q(1) é x(1) é y(1)) f(p(2) é q(2) é x(2)) f(p(3) é q(3)x(3) é y(2))
×f(q(4) é x(4) é y(3)) f−1(q(5) é x(5) é y(4))
=f−1(p(1)q(1) é x(1) é y(1)) f(p(2)q(2) é x(2) é y(2))
×f(p(3) é q(3) é x(3) y(3)) f−1(q(4) é x(4) é y(4))
=f(p(1) é q(1) é x(1) y(1)) f−1(q(2) é x(2) é y(2))
=h(p é q(1)(x(1) y(1))) f−1(q(2) é x(2) é y(2))
=f−1(q(1) é x(1) é y(1)) h(p é (q(2)x(2)) y(2))
=h(q(1)x(1) é y(1)) h(p é (q(2)x(2)) y(2)),
and fh(p é qx é y)=e(pq) e(xy) follows by cancelling.
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We have shown that the homology class under consideration contains a
representative (Hh, j, i) with fh |Q éH é L=e. We start over and assume that
(H, j, i) already satisfies f |Q éH é L=e. Then for p, q, r ¥ Q and z ¥ L we
have
f(p é qé rz)=f(p(1)q(1) é r(1) é z(1)) f(p(2) é q(2) é r(2)z(2))
=f(p(1) é q(1) é r(1)) f(p(2) é q(2)r(2) é z(1)) f(q(3) é r(3) é z(2))
=e(pqr) e(z),
that is, f |Q é Q éH=e. Similarly, f |H é L é L=e.
Define h ¥ (H éH)* by
h(px é qy)=f−1(p(1) é x(1) é q(1)) f(p(2)x(2) é q(2) é y).
Note that h |Q éH=e and h |H é L=e. Now
fh(p(1) é q(1)x(1) é r(1) y(1)) h(q(2)x(2) é r(2) y(2)) h(p(2) é (q(3)x(3))(r(3) y(3)))
=h(p(1) é q(1)x(1)) h(p(2)(q(2)x(2)) é r(1) y(1)) f(p(3) é q(3)x(3) é r(2) y(2))
=h((p(1)q(1)) x(1) é r(1) y(1)) f(p(2) é q(2)x(2) é r(2) y(2))
=f−1(p(1)q(1) é x(1) é r(1)) f(p(2)q(2)x(2) é r(2) é y(1))
×f(p(3) é q(3)x(3) é r(3) y(2))
=f−1(p(1)q(1) é x(1) é r(1)) f(p(2) é q(2)x(2) é r(2))
×f(p(2) é (q(2)x(2)) r(2) é y(1)) f(q(3)x(3) é r(3) é y(2))
=f−1(p(1)q(1) é x(1) é r(1)) f(p(2) é q(2)x(2) é r(2)) f(q(3)x(3) é r(3) é y)
=f−1(p(1)q(1) é x(1) é r(1)) f(p(2) é q(2) é x(2)) f(p(3) é q(3)x(3) é r(2))
×f(q(4) é x(4) é r(3)) f−1(q(5) é x(5) é r(4)) f(q(6)x(6) é r(5) é y)
=f−1(p(1)q(1) é x(1) é r(1)) f(p(2)q(2) é x(2) é r(2)) f(p(3) é q(3) é x(3)r(3))
×f−1(q(4) é x(4) é r(4)) f(q(5)x(5) é r(5) é y)
=e(p) f−1(q(1) é x(1) é r(1)) f(q(2)x(2) é r(2) é y)
=h(qxé ry) e(p)
=h(q(1)x(1) é r(1) y(1)) h(pé (q(2)x(2))(r(2) y(2)))
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so that fh |Q éH éH=e. Further,
fh(p(1)x(1) é q(1) y(1) é z(1)) h(q(2) y(2) é z(2)) h(p(2)x(2) é (q(3) y(3)) z(3))
=h(p(1)x(1) é q(1) y(1)) h((p(2)x(2))(q(2) y(2))é z(1))
×f(p(3)x(3) é q(3) y(3) é z(2))
=f−1(p(1) é x(1) é q(1)) f(p(2)x(2) é q(2) é y(1)) f(p(3)x(3) é q(3) y(2) é z)
=f−1(p(1) é x(1) é q(1)) f(p(2)x(2) é q(2) é y(1)) f(p(3)x(3) é q(3) y(2) é z(1))
×f(q(4) é y(3) é z(2))
=f−1(p(1) é x(1) é q(1)) f((p(2)x(2)) q(2) é y(1) é z(1))
×f(p(3)x(3) é q(3) é y(2)r(2))
=f−1(p(1) é x(1) é q(1)) f(p(2)x(2) é q(2) é yz)
=h(pxé qyz)
=h(q(1) y(1) é z(1)) h(pxé q(2) y(2)r(2)),
so that fh |H éH é L=e. L
One can also cotwist coquasimorphisms as in the following lemma.
Lemma 6.2.5. Let H and H Œ be coquasibialgebras and (F, h): HQH Œ
be a coquasimorphism. Let t: HQK be convolution invertible with t(1)=1.
Then (F, h) t :=(F t, h t): HQH Œ, defined by
h t(g é h)=t(g(1)) t(h(1)) h(g(2) é h(2)) t−1(g(3)h(3))
and
F t(h)=t(h(1)) F(h(2)) t−1(h(3)),
is also a coquasimorphism (and by definition is homologous to (F, h)).
Proof. We calculate
h t(f(1) é g(1)) h t(f(2) g(2) é h(2)) f(f(3) é g(3) é h(3))
=t(f(1)) t(g(1)) h(f(2) é g(2)) t−1(f(3) g(3)) t(f(4) g(4)) t(h(1))
×h(f(5) g(5) é h(2)) t−1((f(6) g(6)) h(3)) f(f(7) é g(7)h(4))
=t(f(1)) t(g(1)) t(h(1)) h(f(2) é g(2)) h(f(3) g(3) é h(2)) f(f(4) é g(4) é h(3))
×t−1(f(5)(g(5)h(4)))
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=t(f(1)) t(g(1)) t(h(1)) f t(F(f(2)) é F(g(2)) é F(h(2))) h(g(3) é h(3))
×h(f(3) é g(4)h(4)) t−1(f(4)(g(5)h(5)))
=f t(F t(f(1)) é F t(g(1)) é F t(h(1))) t(f(2)) t(g(2)) t(h(2)) h(g(3) é h(3))
×h(f(3) é g(4)h(4)) t−1(f(4)(g(5)h(5)))
=f t(F t(f(1)) é F t(g(1)) é F t(h(1))) t(g(2)) t(h(2)) h(g(3) é h(3))
×t−1(g(4)h(4)) t(f(2)) t(g(5)h(5)) h(f(3) é g(6)h(6)) t−1(f(4)(g(7)h(7)))
=f t(F t(f(1)) é F t(g(1)) é F t(h(1))) h t(g(2) é h(2)) h t(f(2) é g(3)h(3))
and
h t(g(1) é h(1)) F t(g(2)h(2))
=t(g(1)) t(h(1)) h(g(2) é h(2)) t−1(g(3)h(3)) F t(g(4)h(4))
=t(g(1)) t(h(1)) h(g(2) é h(2)) F(g(3)h(3)) t−1(g(4)h(4))
=t(g(1)) g(h(1)) F(g(2)) F(h(2)) h(g(3) é h(3)) t−1(g(4)h(4))
=F t(g(1)) F t(h(1)) t(g(2)) t(h(2)) h(g(3) é h(3)) t−1(g(4)h(4))
=F t(g(1)) F t(h(1)) h t(g(2) é h(2)),
for f, g, h ¥H. L
Sweedler two-cochains are special cases of coquasimorphisms, and for
this special case cotwisting as in the previous lemma corresponds to
replacing a cochain by a coboundary. This motivates the following.
Definition 6.2.6. Let H and H Œ be coquasibialgebras. Two coquasi-
homomorphisms (F, h), (FŒ, hŒ): HQH Œ are homologous if there is a
convolution invertible t: HQ k with t(1)=1 and (FŒ, hŒ)=(F, h) t.
Lemma 6.2.7. Let Q and L be bialgebras, ((H, f), j, i) and ((H Œ, fŒ),
jŒ, iŒ) be two generalized product coquasibialgebras of Q and L, and
(F, h): HQH Œ be a coquasihomomorphism. Then there is a homologous
coquasimorphism (FŒ, hŒ) such that hŒ(j é i)=e, hŒ(j é j)=h(j é j), and
hŒ(i é i)=h(i é i).
Ifmoreoverf(jé idHéH),f(idHéH é i),fŒ(jŒé idHŒéHŒ), andfŒ(idHŒéHŒ é iŒ)
are trivial, then hŒ(j(p) é j(q) i(y))=h(j(p) é j(q)) e(y) and hŒ(j(p) i(x)
é i(y))=e(p) h(i(x) é i(y)) hold for all p, q ¥ Q and x, y ¥ L.
Proof. We treat all the maps j, jŒ, i, and iŒ as inclusions. Define
t: HQ k by t(p é y)=h(py). Then F t(py)=py for p ¥ Q and y ¥ L
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by the calculation t(p(1) y(1) ) F(p(2) y(2) )=h(p(1) é y(1) ) F(p(2) y(2) )=
F(p(1)) F(y(1)) h(p(2) é y(2))=p(1) y(1)t(p(2) y(2)). By construction
h t(p é y)=t(p(1)) t(y(1)) h(p(2) é y(2)) t−1(p(3) y(3))=e(py),
hŒ(p é q)=h(p é q), and h t(x é y)=h(x é y) for p, q ¥ Q and x, y ¥ L.
Now assume the additional hypotheses on f and fŒ. Then
h t(p é qy)=f(p(1) é q(1) é y(1)) h t(q(2) é y(2)) h t(p(2) é q(3) y(3))
=h t(p(1) é q(1)) h t(p(2)q(2) é y(1)) f(p(3) é q(3) é y(2))
=h t(p é q) e(y)=h(p é q) e(y),
and similarly h t(px é y)=e(p) h(x é y) for p, q ¥ Q and x, y ¥ L. L
We close the section with a list of (well-known or obvious) definitions of
various ‘‘cohomology’’ sets or ‘‘cohomology’’ groups that generalize
Sweedler cohomology of low degrees in various ways to the noncocommu-
tative case.
Definition 6.2.8. Let H be a bialgebra. We denote by H2(H) the set
of homology classes of normalized two-cocycles on H, where two cocycles
y, s: H éHQ k are homologous if there is a convolution invertible
t: HQ k with s(g(1) é h(1)) t(g(2)h(2))=t(g(1)) t(h(1)) y(g(2) é h(2)). If this is
the case, then Hs ¦ hW t(h(1)) h(2)t−1(h(3)) ¥Hy is a bialgebra isomorphism.
If H is cocommutative, then H2(H) coincides with the degree two
Sweedler cohomology of H with values in k.
If H is a coquasibialgebra, then we denote by H2c(H) the set of
homology classes (in the sense of Definition 6.2.6) of self-twists of H,
where a self-twist is a map h: H éHQ k such that (id, h): HQH is a
coquasi(iso)morphism. Clearly H2c(H) has a natural group structure. If H
is a bialgebra, then a self-twist is a two-cocycle y which is central in the
sense that y(g(1) é h(1)) g(2)h(2)=g(1)h(1) y(g(2) é h(2)) holds for all g, h ¥H.
Two central two-cocycles that are homologous as two-cocycles need not
be homologous as self-twists: In fact, if h, hŒ are homologous self-twists,
then the form t as in Definition 6.2.6 is central in the sense that
t(h(1)) h(2)=h(1)t(h(2)) holds for all h ¥H. Note thatH2c(H) is the quotient
of the group of all self-twists by the central subgroup consisting of all self-
twists h of the form h(g é h)=t−1(g(1)h(1)) t(g(2)) t(h(2)) for some invertible
t: HQ k that is central in the above sense. If the coquasibialgebra H
is cocommutative, then H2c(H) coincides with the degree two Sweedler
cohomology of the underlying ordinary bialgebra H with values in k.
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For any bialgebra H we let H1(H) denote the group of all convolution
invertible algebra maps from H to k. We let H1c(H) denote the (abelian)
subgroup of all convolution invertible algebra maps t: HQ k that are
central in the sense that t(h(1)) h(2)=h(1)t(h(2)); in the case where H is finite,
these are the groups of (central) invertible grouplike elements in H*. The
notation is meant to remind one of the fact that if H is cocommutative,
then both H1(H) and H1c(H) coincide with the degree one Sweedler
cohomology of H with values in k.
6.3. Part Two of a Generalized Kac Sequence. This section will be
devoted to a Hopf algebraic version of the portion
H2(F y G, k×)|0res H2(F, k×) ÀH2(G, k×)0 Opext(kF, kG)
0H3(F y G, k×)|0res H3(F, k×) ÀH3(G, k×).
We refer to the Introduction or Section 6.4 for the setup of Kac’s original
sequence. We want to replace the two group algebras involved with
arbitrary Hopf algebras.
To make things work in the noncocommutative case, we will have to
replace Opext with the set of all isomorphism classes of extensions (since
the operations are no longer fixed by the isomorphism class of the exten-
sion) and the kernel of the rightmost map with P(Q, K), which is a
reasonable generalization by Proposition 6.2.3, since generalized product
bialgebras are given (up to isomorphism) by double crossproducts; see.
[17]. Finally, there are not as many group structures in cohomology any
more in the noncocommutative case, so the exactness statements will have
to be suitably interpreted to still make sense.
Lemma 6.3.1. Let K0i H0n Q be an exact sequence of Hopf algebras.
(1) Let t ¥K éK be a dual two-cocycle. Then Kt 0i Ht 0n Q is an
exact sequence.
(2) Let y ¥ (Q é Q)* be a two-cocycle. Then K0i Hy0n Qy is an
exact sequence.
Proof. Cotwisting by the cocycle y: H éHQ Q é QQ k affects neither
the algebra structure of K nor the K-module structure of H. Hence, n still
induces an isomorphism Hy/K+Hy 5 Qy, and Hy is still a cleft K-module
coalgebra. This proves (2), and the proof of (1) is dual. L
Lemma 6.3.2. Let L and Q be Hopf algebras with L finite. Put K=L*.
An action ofH2c(L)×H
2
c(Q) on Ext(Q, K) is given by
H2c(Q)×H
2
c(L)×Ext(Q, K) ¦ (y, t, H)WHyt ¥ Ext(Q, K).
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Proof. Let KQHQ Q be an extension.
Let y: Q é QQ k be a central two-cocycle. By the preceding lemma,
KQHyQ Q is in fact an extension (since Qy=Q by the centrality condi-
tion). Now assume that we have a convolution invertible map a: QQ k that
is central in the sense that a(q(1)) q(2)=q(1)a(q(2)) holds for q ¥ Q, and that
satisfies y(p(1) é q(1)) a(p(2)q(2))=a(p) a(q) for all p, q ¥ Q. Then Hy ¦
hW an(h(1)) h(2)a−1n(h(2)) ¥H is an isomorphism of extensions (the restric-
tion to K is trivial, and it induces the identity on Q by the centrality
condition).
This shows that cotwisting gives a well-defined action of H2c(Q) on
Ext(Q, K). The proof is that we have a well-defined action of H2c(L) by
twisting is dual. Since it is trivial to check that the actions commute, we are
done. L
Remark 6.3.3. The action of H2c(Q) on H ¥ Ext(Q, K) can easily be
sent through the functor F, since the two-cocycle on H obtained by pulling
back a cocycle y on Q is a map in Ea(K). By a look at Proposition 4.2.2 we
find that there exists a cotwist yˆ on F(H) such that yˆ | H˜ éK*=e, yˆ |Q é Q=y,
and F(Hy)=F(H) yˆ.
Lemma 6.3.4. LetK be a finite Hopf algebra,H ¥ Eexta (K), and t ¥K éK
a dual two-cocycle. Identify t with a two-cocycle on K*. Then there is a
cotwist tˆ: F(H) é F(H)Q k with tˆ |K*éK*=t, tˆ |Q é H˜=e, and
F(Ht)=F(H) tˆ ¥ Er(K* t).
Proof. A monoidal equivalence T: HKMK Q HtKtMKt is described as
follows: T(M)=M as a K-bimodule, with Ht-coaction mW tl(m) t−1,
where l is the H-coaction onM. The structure ofT as a monoidal functor
is trivial. T induces a monoidal category equivalence (T˜, z): QMK Q QMKt ,
which is the identical functor, with the monoidal functor structure deter-
mined by commutativity of the diagrams
M¯ é N¯ Łz M¯ é N¯
tt t
M é
K
N ,
where tt is the monoidal functor structure on wˆ:
Ht
KtMKt Q QMKt . Writing
t=t(1) é t (2) and t−1=t¯ (1) é t¯ (2) we compute
z−1(m¯ é n¯)=t−1t t(m¯ é v)=t−1t (m é j(v))
=m¯p(t (1)j(v)(−1) t¯ (1)) é t (2)j(v)(0) t¯ (2)=m¯p(j(v(−1)) t¯ (1)) é v(0) t¯ (2)
=m¯(v(−1) E t¯ (1)) é v(0) t¯ (2)
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for m ¥M and v ¥ N¯, M, N ¥ HKMK. Identifying QMK=F(H)M and QMKt=
F(Ht)M, we find that there is a coquasiisomorphism (G, tˆ): F(H)Q F(Ht)
inwhichGistheidentity,and tˆ−1(p é j é q é k)=e(p)Oj | qE t¯ (1)POk | t¯ (2)P,
proving the claim. L
Theorem 6.3.5. Let K be a finite Hopf algebra, Q a Hopf algebra, and
KQHQ Q a cleft extension. Put L :=K*. The stabilizer of the class of H
under the action ofH2c(Q)×H
2
c(L) on Ext(Q, K) is the image of the map
H2c(F(H))QH2c(Q)×H2c(L)
induced by the restrictions.
Proof. Put F(H)=: H˜ and consider y ¥Hc(Q) and t ¥Hc(L). Com-
bining Remark 6.3.3 and Lemma 6.3.4 we know that there is a cotwist
(id, o): H˜Q F(Hyt ) such that o |L é L=t, o |Q é Q=y, and o |Q é L=e.
The class of H is stable under the action of (y, t) if and only if there is an
isomorphism (F, h): Hyt QH of extensions, if and only if there is a cotwist
(id, h˜): F(Hyt )Q H˜ which is a morphism in Er(L) satisfying h˜ |Q é Q=e.
Now such cotwists are, through the equation h˜ f o=q, in bijection with
cotwists (id, q): H˜Q H˜ satisfying q |L é L=t, q |Q é Q=y, and q|Q é L=e.
Such a cotwist is an inverse image in H2c(F(H)) of (y, t) ¥H2c(Q)
×H2c(L). Conversely, if there is any cotwist (id, qŒ): H˜Q H˜ with
qŒ|L é L=t and qŒ|Q é Q=y, then a cotwist q satisfying these equations and
in addition q |Q é L=e exists by Lemma 6.2.7. L
Theorem 6.3.6. Let K be a finite Hopf algebra and Q a Hopf algebra.
Put L=K*.
The object map of the functor F: Ea(K)Q Er(L) induces a bijection
[F]: Ext(Q, K)/H2c(L)×H
2
c(Q)QP(Q, L).
The inverse of [F] is induced by Fbop.
Proof. That the map [F] under consideration is well-defined is clear
from the descriptions of F(Hy) and F(Ht) obtained in Remark 6.3.3 and
Lemma 6.3.4.
By Proposition 6.2.4 every element of P(Q, L) has a representative
(H, j, i) such that f(j é idH éH) and f(idH éH é i) are trivial. Then (H, j, i)
is an object of Egpcr (L) and strongly isomorphic to F(F
bop(H, j, i)), showing
that [F] is surjective, with a section induced by Fbop.
Now let H, H Œ ¥ Eexta (K) such that H˜ :=F(H) and H˜ Œ :=F(H Œ) are
homologous generalized products. Let (F, h): H˜Q H˜ Œ be a coquasiiso-
morphism with Fi˜=i˜ Œ and F[˜=[˜ Œ. Then the restriction t :=h |L é L is a
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central two-cocycle, which we consider as a dual central two-cocycle
t ¥K éK. The restriction y :=h |Q é Q is also a central two-cocycle.
Combining Lemma 6.3.4 and Remark 6.3.3 we can factor
(F, h)=(H˜||0(id, q) F(Hyt )||0(FŒ, hŒ) H˜ Œ),
where the cotwist q satisfies q|L é L=t=h |L é L, and q|Q é Q=y, so that
hŒ |L é L=e and hŒ |Q é Q=e.
Thus, replacing H with another element of its orbit under the action of
H2c(Q)×H
2
c(L), we may assume that (F, h): HQH Œ satisfies h |L é L=e
and h |Q é Q=e. By Lemma 6.2.7 we may further assume h | H˜ é L=e, so that
(F, h) is an isomorphism in the category Egpcr (L). Thus, (F, h)=F(G) for
some isomorphism G: HQH Œ of extensions. L
6.4. Comparison with the Original. Suppose that L and Q are cocom-
mutative Hopf algebras, with Q k-flat and L finite. Put K=L*. It is not
hard to specialize the results obtained above to find an exact sequence
H2(Q y L)|0res H2(Q) ÀH2(L)0 Opext(Q, K)|0[F] H3(Q y L)
|0res H3(Q) ÀH3(L)
for each matched pair containing Q and K. (We should note, though, that
we never considered the group structure on Opext or H3, so that we have
not shown that we have an exact sequence of groups; thus, we let ‘‘exact’’
stand for what we proved in detail above.)
Surely the terms of the sequence and the restriction maps look the same
as for the classical Kac sequence, but are the sequences the same in the
special case considered by Kac?
We will only show how to check this for the map Opext(Q, K)Q
H3(Q y L), which, in Kac’s case, is defined using a nonstandard resolution
to compute the group cohomology of a double crossproduct of groups.
Note that this technique is not available for Sweedler cohomology.
For the remainder of this section we put ourselves in the situation of the
appendix to [18], without repeating all the notations and definitions there.
We depart from the notations in [18] by writing D :=F y G.
We let L=kG, so that K :=L*=kG and Q=kF.
The map o: Opext(Q, K)QH3(Q y L) in Kac’s sequence is given by the
commutativity of
H3(U3 ) ||||ŁI H3(T3)
P‡ ‡c
Opext(Q, K) Ł
o
H3(G y F, k ·).
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The right-hand vertical arrow just identifies the group cohomology of
F y G with the cohomology of the special resolution T of the trivial F y G-
module Z. The left-hand vertical arrow P takes the class of a pair
(b, y) ¥ C21 À C12 to the class of the bicrossproduct Ka #s Q, where
Oa(f) | g é gŒP=b(g, gŒ, f) and Os(f é fŒ) | gP=y(g, f, fŒ) for f, fŒ ¥ F
and g, gŒ ¥ G. The top arrow is dual to the projection from the complex T
onto its factor complex U. We identify HomZD(Bn é B −m, k ·) with the set
C˜nm of maps G (n)×F (m)Q k · taking the value 1 whenever one of the argu-
ments is the neutral element, extending the definition of Cnm. Then I is just
the inclusion of C into C˜.
We need to compare the map o with the map [F]. Let Bœ denote the
normalized bar resolution of Z by right D-modules. Consider the diagram
H3(U3 ) |||ŁJ H3(B3œ)
P‡ ‡d
Opext(Q, K) Ł[F] H3(Q y L).
in which the right vertical arrow identifies the homology of the normalized
bar resolution with Sweedler cohomology. From our general formulas for
F we read off how J acts on a representative (b, y) ¥ C21 À C12, with a, s
defined as above.
J(b, y)([f y g |fŒ y gŒ| fœ y gœ])
=O(fŒE a (1)(fœ)) s(fŒ é fŒ −[0]) | gPOa (2)(fœ) fŒ −[1] | gŒP
=Oa(fœ) | g ¯ fŒ é gŒPOs(fŒ é gŒ ® fœ) | gP
=b(g ¯ fŒ, gŒ, fœ) y(g, fŒ, gŒ ® fœ).
Now to compare [F] with o (up to the identification of Sweedler
cohomology of a group algebra with group cohomology), we need to see if
H3(B3œ)
J
H3(U3 ) H
3(cˆ)
I
H3(T3)
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commutes for some (hence any) chain map c: TQ Bœ lifting the identity on
Z. In fact, we only need to construct a suitable chain map up to degree
three. It will turn out that the following chain map, defined in terms of its
components cnm: Bn é B −m Q B'n+m, is convenient:
c00([ ] é [ ])=[ ]
c10([s1] é [ ])=[1 y s1]
c01([ ] é [x1])=−[x1 y 1](x−11 y 1)
c20([s1 | s2] é [ ])=[1 y s1 | 1 y s2]
c11([s1] é [x1])=[1 y s1 | x1 y 1](x−11 y 1)
−[s1 ® x1 y 1 | 1 y s1 ¯ x1](x−11 y 1)
c02([ ] é [x1 | x2])=−[x1 y 1 | x2 y 1](x1x2 y 1)−1
c30([s1 |s2 | s3] é [ ])=[1 y s1 |1 y s2 | 1 y s3]
c21([s1 | s2] é [x1])=−[1 y s1 |1 y s2 | x1 y 1](x1 y 1)−1
+[1 y s1 |s2 ® x1 y 1| 1 y s2 ¯ x1](x1 y 1)−1
−[s1s2 ® x1 y 1 |1 y s1 ¯ (s2 ® x1)| 1 y s2 ¯ x1]
×(x1 y 1)−1
c12([s1] é [x1 | x2])=−[1 y s1 |x1 y 1| x2 y 1](x1x2 y 1)−1
+[s1 ® x1 y 1 |1 y s1 ¯ x1 | x2 y 1](x1x2 y 1)−1
−[s1 ® x1 y 1 |(s1 ¯ x1) ® x2 y 1| 1 y s1 ¯ x1x2]
×(x1x2 y 1)−1
c03([ ] é [x1 |x2 | x3])=−[x1 y 1 |x2 y 1| x3 y 1](x1x2x3 y 1)−1.
It is tedious to verify that these equations really define a chain map, and
we will omit the calculations. Assuming that c is a chain map, it turns out
that o and [F] coincide up to a sign: We first observe that J(b, y) is trivial
on the images of c30 and c03. Moreover, J(b, y) is trivial on all but the first
summands of the expressions for c21 and c12, and thus
cˆ21J(b, y)(s1 , s2 , x1)=J(b, y) c21([s1 | s2] é [x1])
=J(b, y)(−[1 y s1 |1 y s2 | x1 y 1](x1 y 1)−1)
=J(b, y)([1 y s1 |1 y s2 | x1 y 1])−1=b(s1 , s2 , x1)−1
and similarly cˆ12J(b, y)(s1 , x1 , x2)=y(s1 , x1 , x2)−1.
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6.5. Part One of a Generalized Kac Sequence. In this section we will
deal with a Hopf algebraic version of the portion
0QH1(F y G, k×)|Qres H1(F, k×) ÀH1(G, k×)Q Aut(kG#kF)
QH2(F y G, k×)|Qres H2(F, k×) ÀH2(G, k×)
of the Kac sequence. This time there will be two versions of such a
sequence. The first is an exact sequence of groups, with certain commuta-
tivity restrictions on the cocycles in the terms of the sequence. In the
second version we will use larger cohomology sets, which, however, will
carry fewer group structures, so that we will have to prove suitable
interpretations of exactness, much like for the higher terms in the Kac
sequence which we treated earlier.
Let H be a Hopf algebra. Then for a grouplike element g ¥H and
an algebra map u: HQ k we denote by inn(g): H ¦ hW ghg−1 ¥H and
coinn(u): H ¦ hW u−1(h(1)) h(2)u(h(3)) the inner (resp. coinner) auto-
morphism of H induced by g (resp. u). We have inn(ggŒ)=inn(g) inn(gŒ)
and coinn(u f uŒ)=coinn(u) coinn(uŒ) for grouplike g, gŒ ¥H and algebra
maps u, uŒ: HQ k.
Let K be a finite Hopf algebra and K0i H0n Q an extension. It is
trivial to see that for each central grouplike element g ¥K the auto-
morphism inn(g)=inn(i(g)) of H is an automorphism of the extension H,
and for any algebra map u: QQ k satisfying u(q(1)) q(2)=q(1)u(q(2)) for all
q ¥ Q, the automorphism coinn(u) :=coinn(un) of H is an automorphism
of the extension H. Since the automorphisms coinn(u) and inn(g)
commute, we have defined a group homomorphism H1c(Q) ÀH1c(K*)Q
Autext(H).
Theorem 6.5.1. Let K be a finite Hopf algebra, Q a Hopf algebra, and
K0i H0n Q an extension. Choose a cleaving map p and consider
H ¥ Ea(K). Then we have an exact sequence
H1c(F(H))|0res H1c(Q) ÀH1c(K*)Q Autext(H)|0[F] H2c(F(H))
|0res H2c(Q)×H2c(K*)
of groups, in which [F] is induced by the morphism map of the functor F.
Proof. Note first that [F] is trivially a group homomorphism since F is
a functor.
We put H˜=F(H) and consider the maps [˜: QQ H˜ and i˜: K*Q H˜ as
inclusions.
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Let h be a self-twist of F(H) such that h |Q é Q and h |K*éK* are
homologous to the trivial self-twists. Let u: QQ k and v: K*Q k be con-
volution invertible and central with (h |Q é Q)u=e and (h |K*éK*)v=e, and
define w: F(H)Q k by w(qx)=u(q) v(x) for q ¥ Q and x ¥K*. Then we
find that hw |Q é Q=e and hw |K*éK*=e. By Lemma 6.2.7 we can replace hw,
hence h, by a homologous self-twist h of F(H) such that h |F(H) éK* and
h |Q é F(H) are trivial. Such a self-twist is the image under F of a (unique)
automorphism F of the extension H, showing that [F] is surjective.
Now assume that F ¥ Autext(H) is in the kernel of [F]. Putting
F(F)=(id, h), this means that there is a central convolution invertible
t: F(H)Q k with h(g˜ é h˜)=t(g˜(1)) t(h˜(1)) t−1(g˜(2) h˜(2)) for all g˜, h˜ ¥ F(H).
Since the restrictions of h to K*éK* as well as Q é Q are trivial, the
restrictions u :=t|Q and g :=t|Kg are algebra maps. Since, moreover,
h(px é qy)=e(y) h(px é q)=e(p) e(y) h(x é q) holds for all p, q ¥ Q and
x, y ¥K*, we have t(py)=h(p(1) é y(1)) t(p(2) y(2))=t(p) t(y)=u(p) g(y)
for p ¥ Q and y ¥K*, thus h−1(x é q)=t(x(1)q(1)) t−1(x(2)) t−1(q(2))=
t(x(1)E’ q(1)) t(x(2)G’ q(2)) t−1(x(3)) t−1(q(3))=u(x(1)E’ q(1)) u−1(x(2)) g(x(3)G’ q(2))
g−1(q(3)) for all x ¥K* and q ¥ Q. We claim that (id, h)=F(inn(g−1)
coinn(u−1)), so that F=inn(g−1) coinn(u−1). In fact, writing F(inn(g−1))
=(id, q), we have q−1(x é q)=Op(inn(g−1)(j(q))) | xP=Op(g−1j(q) g) | xP
=Og−1(qE g) | xP=g−1(x(1)) g(x(2) G’ q), and writing F(coinn(u−1))=
(id, o) we have o−1(x é q)=Op(coinn(u−1)(j(q))) | xP=Ou(q(1)[0]) q(1)[1]u−1
(q(2)) | xP=u(xE’ q(1)) u−1(q(2)).
Finally, let g ¥H1c(K*) and u ¥H1c(Q). Then inn(g) coinn(u) is the
identity if and only if inn(g−1) coinn(u−1) is, if and only if F(inn(g−1)
coinn(u−1)) is the trivial self-twist of F(H). By the calculation above, this
means that t: F(H)Q k, defined by t(py)=u(p) g(y) for p ¥ Q and
y ¥K*, is an algebra map, that is, (u, g) is in the image of the homo-
morphismH1c(F(H))QH1c(Q) ÀH1c(K*) induced by the restrictions. L
It turns out that to have a Kac-like sequence in the noncocommutative
case that involves the cohomology setsH2 instead of the restricted versions
H2c , one has to replace the automorphism group in the sequence with
something different. In [11] it was shown that automorphisms of the
bismash product associated with an abelian Singer pair are in bijection with
splittings of the bismash products in the sense we are about to recall. In the
nonabelian case, however, this does not work, again because the operations
in an extension of Hopf algebras are no longer determined by the
extension.
Definition 6.5.2. Let K0i H0n Q be an extension of Hopf algebras.
We call a pair (p, j) ¥Hom(H, K)×Hom(Q, H) a splitting of H if
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p: HQK is a left K-module coalgebra map and j: QQH is a right
Q-comodule algebra map with p(h(1)) j(n(h(2))) for all h ¥H.
We write Split(H) for the set of all splittings of H, and call the extension
split if a splitting exists.
In other words, if (p, j) is a splitting, then p is a cleaving map which is
also a coalgebra map, j: QQH is the usual associated comodule map, and
we require in addition that j be an algebra map.
Read this way, there is an obvious redundancy in the definition, which,
however, makes it self-dual.
The immediate example of a split extension is a bismash product K#Q
associated to a Singer pair (E, r, K, Q), where p(x#q)=xe(q) and j(q)=
1#q. On the other hand, if H is split, then it is canonically isomorphic to a
bismash product. More precisely, the cleaving map induces an isomorphism
H ¦ hW p(h(1)) é n(h(2)) ¥K é Q with inverse K é Q ¦ x é qW xj(q) ¥H
as before, where this time the induced multiplication and comultiplication
are given by (x é p)(y é q)=x(p(1) E y) é p(2)q and D(x é p)=x(1) é
p(1)[0] é x(2) p(1)[1] é p(2), where pE x=p(j(p) x) and p[0] é p[1]=n(d(p)(1))
é p(j(p)(2)).
Although splittings are no longer in bijection with automorphisms in the
nonabelian case, there is a close connection between splittings and iso-
morphisms to other split extensions. This will allow us to interpret a
splitting as a morphism in Ea(K) and apply F to it.
Corollary 6.5.3. Let K and Q be Hopf algebras and KQHQ Q an
extension. Then we have a bijection
C: 0
(E , r, K, Q)
Singerpair
Homext(H, K#Q) ¦ FW (pF, F−1j) ¥ Split(H).
In particular, we have a bijection
Autext(K#Q) ¦ FW (p, F, F−1j) ¥ Split(K#Q)
whenever (E, r, K, Q) is an abelian Singer pair, that is, a Singer pair with K
commutative and Q cocommutative.
Proof. To prove the first assertion, we first compute
pF(h(1)) F−1j(h(2) )=F−1(p(F(h(1))) j(F(h(2)))=F−1(p(F(h)(1)) j(F(h)(2))=h
for h ¥H. It remains to check that a homomorphism F: HQK#Q of
extensions is determined by pF. Now F(h)=p(F(h)(1))#F(h)(2)=p(F(h(1)))
#F(h(2))=p(F(h(1)))#h(2).
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For the second assertion note that the Singer pair (E, r, K, Q) is
determined by the isomorphism class of the extension K#Q in the abelian
case (see e.g. [12]). L
Lemma 6.5.4. Let K be a finite Hopf algebra and K0i H0n Q an
extension of Hopf algebras. There are commuting actions
H1(Q)×Split(H) ¦ (u, p, j)W (pu, ju) ¥ Split(H)
H1(K*)×Split(H) ¦ (g, p, j)W (pg , jg) ¥ Split(H)
of H1(Q) and H1(K*) on the set of all splittings of H satisfying
jg=inn(g) j and pu=p coinn(u−1).
Proof. Note that each of p or j in a splitting (p, j) determines the
other, so the actions, if they exist, are determined by the formulas given. To
see that the action of H1(K*) is well-defined, note that jg :=inn(g) j is
obviously a Q-comodule algebra map (since j is), and pg, defined by
pg(h)=p(hg) g−1, is a left module coalgebra map since p is, and g is
grouplike. Now the calculation pg(h(1)) jg(h(2))=pg(h(1) g) g−1gj(h(2)) g−1=
pg(h(1)) j(h(2) g) g−1=hgg−1=h for h ¥H completes the proof that (pg , jg)
is a splitting. The proof of existence for the action of H1(Q) is dual.
Since (pu)g (h)=pu(hg) g−1=p(coinn(u)(hg)) g−1=p(coinn(u)(h) g) g−1=
pg(coinn(u)(h))=(pg)u (h), the actions commute. L
Lemma 6.5.5. Let K and Q be k-flat Hopf algebras with K finite, and let
K0i H0n Q be a split extension. Fix a splitting (p0 , j0) for H and consider
H=(H, p0) ¥ Ea(K). Let u ¥H1(Q) and g ¥H1(K*), and define t: F(H)=:
H˜Q k by t(qx)=u(q) g(x) for q ¥ Q and x ¥K*. Let (p, j) be a splitting of
H and put (id, h) :=F(C−1(p, j)). Then F(C−1(pug, j
u
g))=(id, h
t).
Proof. It suffices to treat the cases u=e and g=e. We let E, r denote
the Singer pair associated to (p0 , j0) and E’ , G’ the corresponding
matched pair. Put F(C−1(pug, j
u
g))=: (id, q). If u=e, then
q−1(x é q)=Opg(j0(q)) | xP=Op(j0(q) g) g−1 | xP
=Op((q(1) E g) j0(q(2)) g−1 | xP
=g(xG’ q(1))Op(j0(q(2))) | x(2)P g−1(x(3))
=t(x(1)q(1)) h−1(x(2) é q(2)) t−1(x(3)) t−1(q(3))=(h t)−1 (x é q),
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while if g=e then
q−1(x é q)=Opu(j0(q)) | xP=Oun(j0(q)(1)) p(j0(q)(2)) u−1n(j0(q)(3)) | xP
=u(q(1)[0])Oq(1)[1]p(j0(q(2))) | xP u−1(q(3))
=u(x(1) E’ q(1)) h(x(2) é q(2)) u−1(q(3))
=t(x(1)q(1)) h−1(x(2) é q(2)) t−1(x(3)) t−1(q(3))=(h t)−1(x é q)
for x ¥K* and q ¥ Q. L
Theorem 6.5.6. Let K be a finite Hopf algebra, Q a Hopf algebra, and
K0i H0n Q a split extension. Then:
(1) The stabilizer of a splitting (p, j) ¥ Split(H) under the action of
H1(Q)×H1(K*) is the image of the restriction H1(F(H, p))QH1(Q)×
H1(K*).
(2) The morphism map of the functor F induces a bijection
Split(H)/H1(Q)×H1(K*)|Q[F] Ker(H2(F(H))|Qres H2(Q)×H2(K*)),
where the kernel means the kernel of a map of pointed sets.
Proof. We prove (2) first. We fix a splitting (p0 , j0) of H and treat the
corresponding maps from K* and Q to H˜ :=F(H) :=F(H, p0) as inclu-
sions. Let h: H˜ é H˜Q k be a two-cocycle whose restrictions h |K*éK*
and h |Q é Q are homologous to e. Choose u: QQ k and v: K*Q k to
be convolution invertible with (h |K*éK*)v=e and (h |Q é Q)u=e. Defining
w: H˜ ¦ qxW u(q) v(x) ¥ k, we find hw |K*éK*=e and hw |Q é Q=e. Again
replacing hw with a homologous cocycle, we can assume by Lemma 6.2.7
that h(px é qy)=e(p) h(x é q) e(y) holds for all p, q ¥ Q and x, y ¥K*.
Now such cocycles are in bijection with isomorphisms of extensions
H 5K#Q with bismash products K#Q associated to some Singer pair
(E, r, K, Q), with the associated double crossproduct Q y K*=(F(H))h.
We have shown that the map [F] is onto.
Now assume that (p, j) and (pŒ, jŒ) are two splittings that have the same
image under [F]. Put (id, h) :=F(C−1(p, j)) and (id, hŒ) :=F(C−1(pŒ, jŒ)).
Then there is t: H˜Q k convolution invertible with t(1)=1 and hŒ=h t.
Since h |K*éK*=hŒ|K*éK*=e, the restriction g=t|K is an algebra map.
Similarly, u=t|Q is an algebra map. Moreover, for x ¥K* and q ¥ Q we
have t(qx)=h(q(1) é x(1)) t(q(2)x(2))=t(q(1)) t(x(1)) h(q(2) é x(2))=t(q) t(x).
By Lemma 6.5.5 we have F(C−1(pŒ, jŒ))=(id, h t)=F(C−1(pug, jug)), hence
(pŒ, jŒ)=(pug, jug). We have shown that [F] is one-to-one.
Furthermore, if (p, j) is a splitting and u ¥H1(Q), g ¥H1(K*) with
(pug, j
u
g)=(p, j), then setting t(qx)=u(q) g(x) for q ¥ Q and x ¥K*,
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we find h t=h for (id, h) :=F(C−1(p, j)). In other words, t(g) t(h)=
h(g(1) é h(1)) t(g(2)h(2)) h−1(g(3) é h(3)), so that t: H˜h=F(H, p)Q k is an
algebra map; that is, (u, g) is the image of t under res:H1(F(H, p))Q
H1(Q)×H1(K*). L
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